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Abstract
The velocity of glaciers is important for many aspects in glaciology. Mass
accumulated in the accumulation area is transported down to the ablation
area by deformation and sliding due to the gravitational force, and hence glacier velocity is connected to the mass balance of glaciers. It also contributes
directly to the mass balance of calving glaciers because it is an important
control of the ice discharge rate for such glaciers. Changing glacier velocities
is an indicator of instable glaciers, and monitoring velocity over time can
make people aware of possible hazards that may arise from instable glaciers.
The movement of glaciers is also important for transporting material and for
eroding the landscape.
The focus of this thesis is to further develop image matching within glaciology. In image matching, images from two diﬀerent times are compared using correlation techniques to derive glacier displacement over the time period.
Most studies have concentrated on using image matching to derive glacier
velocities instead of developing this method further. To be able to derive the
densest possible velocity grids for all glaciers in the world, image matching
methods over glacier surfaces have to be explored further.
So far all images that have been used to derive velocity in glaciology have
been high or medium spatial resolution images. Low resolution images cover
large sections in one image, and this makes them suited for investigating the
velocity of large areas such as Antarctic ice shelves. We derive velocities for
Antarctic ice shelves using MODIS images with a spatial resolution of 250 m
to test whether these images are suited for deriving ice shelf velocity. Because
the accuracy is about one fourth of a pixel, and it is possible to use images
iii

acquired several years apart due to the low surface transformation, MODIS
images are well suited for deriving velocity of Antarctic ice shelves and also
to monitor their changes over time.
We found when comparing diﬀerent image matching methods over different glacier surfaces that the most commonly used method, normalized
cross-correlation, generally performs worse compared to orientation correlation and the matching part of the program COSI-Corr. The only situation
where normalized cross-correlation outperforms the two other methods are
on narrow glaciers where small window sizes are needed. COSI-Corr performs best overall, but orientation correlation performs almost as well. In
addition orientation correlation is the only method that manages to match
striped Landsat images after the failure of the Scan Line Corrector. Both
orientation correlation and COSI-Corr are considered to be methods well
suited for global glacier velocity mapping. Normalized cross-correlation can
supplement these two methods on narrow glaciers.
The eﬀort that has been put into developing image matching in glaciology
since the start of this study, both in this study and in other studies, makes
it possible to derive glacier velocities over large regions, and only computer
processing time hinders automatic matching of glacier velocities worldwide.
Global glacier velocities can give valuable insights. We show in this thesis
that it can give information about how glaciers respond to climate change.
Glacier velocity of ﬁve regions of the world with negative mass balance is
derived, and in all regions the general glacier speed is decreasing over the
last decades. In addition global glacier velocities can be used to understand
glacier dynamics, and predict glacier hazards. It can be tested against glacier inventory parameters, and it can be used to estimate erosion rates and
transport times.
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1
Introduction
The mass transport of snow and ice is a key characteristic for glaciers. The
mass surplus accumulated in the accumulation area of glaciers is transported
down to the ablation area due to the gravitational force. Glacier velocities are
therefore strongly connected with the mass balance of glaciers, and the mass
ﬂux through a cross section of a glacier equals the mass balance upglacier
when the glacier is in balance (Paterson, 1994). The kinematic boundary
condition for glaciers can be expressed as
b=

∂z s
∂z s
∂z s
+ vxs
+ vys
− vzs
∂t
∂x
∂y

(1.1)

where b is the mass balance of the surface, z s is the surface elevation,

∂z s
∂t

is the change in surface elevation with time, vxs and vys are the two horizontal velocity components in the x and y direction,
components of the surface slope, and

vzs

∂z s
∂x

and

∂z s
∂y

are the two

is the vertical velocity at the surface.

Glaciers move by deformation of ice, sliding at the base and/or deformation of underlying till. The vertical velocity gradient within the glacier due
to ice deformation is given by
∂U
= 2A(ρgh tan α)n
∂z

(1.2)

where U is the velocity, z is the vertical axis, A is a constant that depends on
temperature, crystal fabric and impurity content, g is the acceleration due
to gravity, h is the vertical position within the glacier, α is the slope of the
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glacier surface and n is a constant normally set to 3 in glaciological studies.
Eq. 1.2 is given using sine instead of tangent in earlier versions. This is
true for parallel sided ice when h is measured perpendicular to the surface
and bed slope, whereas the new version allows for any glacier bed geometry
(Hooke, 2005; van der Veen and Payne, 2004; Benn and Evans, 2010). By
measuring the surface velocity and calculating the velocity gradient based on
the above equation it is possible to calculate the mass ﬂux through a cross
section for glaciers where all the movement is caused by deformation. This
can then be compared to mass balance measurements to determine whether
the glacier is in balance or not (Hagen et al., 2006).
Glacier velocity is also an important control of the ice discharge rate
for calving glaciers. Rignot and Kanagaratnam (2006) showed that the ice
discharge on Greenland doubled from 1996 to 2005 because of glacier acceleration. They also stated that the acceleration in the east was probably due
to climate warming. Zwally et al. (2002) suggested that water from surface
melting on the Greenland Ice Sheet quickly reaches the glacier bed and lubricates it so that glaciers accelerate. They also argued that ice sheets can
respond rapidly to climate change because of this eﬀect. However, Murray
et al. (2010) argued that the acceleration of southeastern Greenland glaciers
during early 2000s was due to changed ocean currents and not increased surface melting. Reduced instead of increased glacier runoﬀ allowed warm water
currents to enter the fjords.
Glacier velocities can also give valuable insight in the stability of glaciers.
Seven ice shelves on the Antarctic Peninsula have retreated dramatically or
completely disintegrated over the last decades (Cook and Vaughan, 2010).
Several of the ice shelves that disintegrated accelerated before they collapsed.
Both Larsen A (Bindschadler et al., 1994; Rack et al., 1999) and Larsen B
(Skvarca et al., 1999; Rott et al., 2002; Skvarca et al., 2004; Vieli et al., 2006)
increased their velocity by approximately 10–15 % in the years prior to their
disintegration. Therefore, monitoring changes in ice shelf dynamics can give
an early warning of instabilities.
The movement of glaciers can in some cases be a threat to humans. Rivers
being dammed by surging or advancing glaciers is one example of such haz-
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3
ards (Hewitt, 1969; Espizua and Bengochea, 1990). Monitoring glacier ﬂow
can detect areas with instabilities and focus more research to such areas. By
monitoring instable areas it could be possible to predict catastrophes and
evacuate people before they take place.
Glacier velocities can be measured using both in situ and remote sensing
techniques. The velocities of a glacier at any surface point consists of diﬀerent
components that are expressed through the kinematic boundary condition
(Eq. 1.1). The diﬀerent terms are shown in Fig. 1.1. When using in situ
techniques, stakes are drilled down into the ice, and using either a total
station or static GPS, all components of Equation 1.1 can be measured.
Using remote sensing techniques, it is not possible to measure vzs .

Figure 1.1: The diﬀerent terms in the kinematic boundary condition. From:
Kääb (2005).
Even though it is not possible to measure vzs using remote sensing, such
techniques are well suited for measuring the other terms, both due to the size
and the remoteness of many glaciers and ice caps. There are two techniques
that have been applied for this purpose so far, image matching and diﬀerential
interferometric synthetic aperture radar (DInSAR). Both methods will be
described in Chapter 2. The two methods complement each other because
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they work over diﬀerent time spans in glaciological studies. Image matching
works over time spans of weeks to years, whereas DInSAR works over time
spans of days to weeks.
Both optical images, radar images and detailed digital elevation models
(DEMs) can be used for deriving glacier velocities using image matching.
The diﬀerent images and DEMs can be matched using the same methods,
but since they have diﬀerent characteristics image matching of the three types
should be studied separately. In this thesis, the focus is on optical images
because of the many sensors producing optical images, the large archive of
historical optical images, and because glacier inventories are usually based
on optical images.
Developing optical image matching techniques for glaciers has received
little attention within the glaciological community. Usually glaciologists have
focused on one matching method, and there has been little or no comparison
of diﬀerent matching methods. Glaciologists have also focused on images
with medium to high spatial resolution, whereas low resolution images have
received little attention in this context, in spite of their good coverage both
spatially and temporally. Thus there is a need to further develop optical image matching of glaciers. By automatic image matching and post-processing
of the results it is possible to derive global velocity measurements, which may
open for new understandings within glacier dynamics.
The objectives of this thesis are summarized as follows:
• Prove that it is possible to use optical images with low spatial resolution
in glaciological velocity studies.
• Compare diﬀerent image matching methods to ﬁnd the best performing
method(s).
• Develop image matching in glaciology towards full automation so that
it is possible to derive glacier velocities globally.
• Demonstrate that deriving glacier dynamics globally can give valuable
insights about glacier dynamics.
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Remote sensing of glacier velocity
Glacier velocities can be measured using two diﬀerent remote sensing techniques, image matching and DInSAR. Because these techniques work on
diﬀerent time scales and have diﬀerent strengths and shortcomings, they
complement each other in glaciological studies. The techniques are described
in the following sections.

2.1

Image matching

It is possible to derive glacier displacements using optical images, radar images and also using detailed DEMs treated as images. The methods have
diﬀerent strengths and shortcomings, and which image type to use depends
on the situation. In all three cases the purpose is to identify the same features
in two images from diﬀerent times so that velocity can be derived.
Optical images have existed for a long time, both as terrestrial images,
aerial images and satellite images. There are many optical satellite sensors,
and these have generated and still generate a large number of optical data
with various spatial resolution. Hence data access is easy using optical images
and many of the images are available at no cost. However, optical satellite
images of glaciers can only be used if they are obtained during cloud free
daylight conditions, and this is a major limitation when using such images.
Especially in maritime areas it can be diﬃcult to obtain cloud free images,
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and the polar night limits the method to be used only during summer in
polar regions. Images also have to contain visual contrast, and this limits the
method to mainly be used in the ablation area. Optical image matching as
a tool to derive glacier displacement will be discussed thoroughly in Chapter
3.
Radar images are images from active sensors, and hence these are not
dependent on daylight. Radar signals also penetrate clouds, which makes it
possible to obtain images also during cloudy conditions. However, they do
not extend as far back in time as optical images, and there are not as many
sensors providing radar images as there are sensors providing optical images.
They also have diﬀerent spatial resolution in the azimuth and range directions. One image consists of both an amplitude part and a phase part, and
image matching of radar images can be done using the complex image, called
“speckle tracking”, using only the amplitudes, called “intensity tracking”, or
using the coherence, called “coherence tracking”. Matching of the complex
image gives a higher accuracy of the measurements. However, in order to
match using also the phase there has to be coherence between the images
and coherence is easily lost, especially in the shear zone of glaciers. Image
matching of radar images has been frequently used to derive glacier displacements (e.g. Michel and Rignot, 1999; Joughin, 2002; Strozzi et al., 2002;
Luckman et al., 2003, 2007; de Lange et al., 2007; Quincey et al., 2009a,b;
Giles et al., 2009).
For DEMs to be accurate enough to be used to derive glacier displacements, they have to be derived using laser scanning and not traditional photogrammetry. Laser scanning is an active method. Here the time it takes
from the light is transmitted until it comes back, reﬂected by the surface, is
measured. The limitation for laser scanning is wet areas and clouds, because
the laser beam is absorbed by water. Currently only terrestrial and airborne
laser scanners can create the dense and accurate DEMs needed for matching
to derive glacier displacements. This method is therefore the least common
method used to derive glacier velocities, but it has been used in a few glaciological studies (e.g. Abdalati and Krabill, 1999; Rees and Arnold, 2007;
Schwalbe and Maas, 2009).
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The time interval between the diﬀerent images depends on the method.
For speckle tracking the radar phase coherence has to be preserved, and
therefore the time interval has to be shorter using this method than using
the other methods. In the other methods only the glacier features have to be
preserved, and these are preserved longer than the radar phase coherence.

2.2

DInSAR

The phase diﬀerence between two SAR images acquired from diﬀerent positions is a function of elevation and displacement in the line of sight direction.
It is possible, by diﬀerencing SAR interferograms, to be left with only displacement. This diﬀerencing can be done in diﬀerent ways depending on
the availability of data. An already existing DEM can be used to create a
synthetic interferogram containing only the elevation, and then subtract this
from the real interferogram. Alternatively 3 or 4 passes can be combined
to two interferograms, and these two can be diﬀerenced to contain only the
displacement.
The accuracy of DInSAR is generally better than the accuracy of image
matching, but the phase has to be coherent between the two acquisitions.
This limits the time period over which the displacements can be measured to
days, or in some cases up to a month. DInSAR can be used in glacier areas
that have no visual contrast because it is not dependent on real physical
features, but only on the phase diﬀerence. This is an important advantage
over image matching. However, DInSAR can only derive displacement in the
line of sight.
DInSAR has been used in many glacier studies (e.g. Rignot and MacAyeal, 1998; Joughin, 2002; Luckman et al., 2007; Joughin et al., 2010),
especially to measure the displacements of the two ice sheets. It is often used
in combination with image matching because the two methods compliment
each other. Rott (2009) provides an overview of the use of InSAR within
earth sciences.

7
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3
Optical image matching
3.1

Basic concepts

The process of correlating two or more images containing the same image objects is called image matching. This method is used in several diﬀerent ﬁelds
besides deriving the velocity of glaciers. Examples of these are photogrammetry, image mosaicking, map updating, face detection, change detection,
video coding, tectonics and monitoring of tumor growth. However, diﬀerent
ﬁelds often use diﬀerent names for image matching based on the purpose of
the matching. Image registration, motion estimation, particle tracking and
optical ﬂow are all words that are used and that essentially mean the same
as image matching. Brown (1992) and Zitova and Flusser (2003) provide
overviews of image matching.
When the purpose of image matching is to derive glacier velocities, it is
important that the time span between the images is long enough to detect
signiﬁcant displacements, but short enough so that the objects are still recognizable. The length of this time span can vary with the velocities of the
glaciers, the resolution of the images, the accuracy of the matching method,
the amount of surface melt and the strain rates. The longer the time span is,
the larger the displacement is compared to the accuracy of the match, but
the chance of having too large surface transformation to get a correct match
increases. It is the shortest distance that is measured, and this will in cases
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with a curved path be diﬀerent from the real distance traveled. This eﬀect
increases when the time span and the displacement increases. Time spans
used in glaciological studies range from weeks, for example for matching of
15 m spatial resolution images over outlet glaciers in Greenland (Heid and
Kääb, in press), to a decade for matching of for example 250 m spatial resolution images over Antarctic ice shelves (Haug et al., 2010). Typically, yearly
velocities are derived, but it is also possible to derive seasonal velocities in
areas where the velocity is high (Fig. 3.1), or if the spatial resolution of the
images used is high.

Figure 3.1: Seasonal speed changes in 2001 at Jakobshavn Glacier, western
Greenland as points with error bars. This shows that it is possible to observe
signiﬁcant seasonal speed changes using Landsat images in areas with high
speeds. (Heid, unpublished.)
Until the 1980s, image matching was done by manually inspecting the
images and identifying the same objects in the images from two diﬀerent
times (Brecher, 1985; Lucchitta and Ferguson, 1986; Orheim and Lucchitta,
1987) (Fig. 3.2). This work was very time consuming and there were no
possibilities for obtaining subpixel measurements. Bindschadler and Scambos (1991) and Scambos et al. (1992) were the ﬁrst to do image matching
automatically on glaciers. They used image matching algorithms based on
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normalized cross-correlation (NCC) and the work of Bernstein (1983). They
found that doing this automatically was not just less time consuming, but it
was also more accurate than doing it manually. After this ﬁrst demonstration, diﬀerent image matching methods have been applied in glaciological
studies.

Figure 3.2: Velocity measurements from Byrd Glacier, Antarctica, derived
manually using Landsat images. From: Lucchitta and Ferguson (1986).
Image matching methods can be either area-based or feature-based. Areabased methods operate directly on image quantities like brightness or phase.
Feature-based methods on the other hand match features that are extracted
from the images in a pre-processing step. Such features can be crevasses,
stones or other diﬀerences in digital numbers (DN).
Image matching methods can also be divided into spatial domain and
frequency domain methods. Methods operating in the spatial domain operate
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directly in the image space on the intensity values. Here, a small reference
template from the ﬁrst image is searched for in a larger part of the second
image. Frequency domain methods beneﬁt from the fact that convolution
in the spatial domain equals multiplication in the Fourier domain. This is
called the convolution theorem (McClellan et al., 2003). Convolution between
two images equals correlation if the intensity values of one of the images
are rotated 180o around its center point. When using frequency domain
methods the matching itself works diﬀerently compared to matching in the
spatial domain. Instead of searching for a template of the ﬁrst image in
a larger section of the second image, two equally large areas of the two
images are chosen and these are multiplied in the frequency domain to get
the displacement.
The size of the windows to be correlated is important in glaciological
studies. The window size has to be large enough to ensure that texture and
not noise is matched. For small window sizes it is diﬃcult to distinguish
between texture and noise. But it is also important that the window size is
small enough to avoid much deformation within the window. The optimal
window size varies from glacier to glacier depending on glacier characteristics like visual contrast and the amount of deformation within the window.
Debella-Gilo and Kääb (in review) created an adaptive algorithm that automatically determines the window size depending on the texture to noise ratio
in the images. The optimal window size also depends on whether spatial or
frequency domain methods are being used. Frequency domain methods generally require larger window sizes than spatial domain methods. This is
because frequency domain methods are less accurate at small window sizes
as a consequence of Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle.
Which spatial resolution that is wanted on the images to correlate depends on the situation. Commonly, studies aim at images with highest possible spatial resolution, but this is not the best choice in every situation.
Higher spatial resolution images cover in general smaller areas. Therefore
such images are less likely to cover stable ground that can be used to coregistrate the images. This is particularly an issue for the large ice caps, ice
sheets and ice shelves of the world. In such cases, even low resolution images,
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like MODIS images with a spatial resolution of 250 m, can be used to derive
velocities (Haug et al., 2010). Landsat images are available with both 15 m
and 30 m spatial resolution after 1999. Because of a higher noise level for
Landsat images with 15 m spatial resolution compared to Landsat images
with 30 m spatial resolution (Haug et al., 2010) (Fig. 3.3), it can in some
areas with low visual contrast be better to use the 30 m images (Heid and
Kääb, in press). The diﬀerence between displacements derived using 15 m
spatial resolution and 30 m spatial resolution is shown in Fig. 3.4.

Figure 3.3: Landsat 15 m spatial resolution (left) and Landsat 30 m spatial
resolution (right) over an area of Larsen C where the visual contrast is low.
The larger diﬀerences in digital numbers of the 15 m image most likely shows
the higher noise level instead of real texture. Digital numbers vary between
30 and 34 for the 30 m images whereas they vary between 28 and 37 for the
15 m images. Because the variation is greater for the 15 m image but around
the same values, this indicates that the variation is due to noise. (Heid,
unpublished.)

3.2

Pre-processing

Images used for deriving displacements have to be orthorectiﬁed before they
are matched, or alternatively the displacements obtained when matching original images that are not orthorectiﬁed have to be rectiﬁed. This requires
that the position of the camera, the look direction of the camera, the lens
distortion and the ground topography is known. The quality of the orthorec-
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Figure 3.4: Diﬀerence between displacements obtained using 30 m and 15 m
spatial resolution in Karakoram. Yellow indicates that the displacement is
within the 1σ method uncertainty (5 m). From: Heid and Kääb (in press).
tiﬁcation limits the accuracy of the displacement ﬁeld. Incorrect values of
camera position, look direction, lens distortion and atmospheric eﬀects give
horizontal shifts in the orthoimages that can be erroneously identiﬁed as displacement. Similarly, vertical errors in digital elevation models (DEMs) used
to orthorectify the images translate to horizontal shifts in the orthorectiﬁed
images (Kääb, 2005) (Fig. 3.5).
Before the matching is conducted the images may be processed to enhance wanted features and depress unwanted features. Scambos et al. (1992)
ﬁrst low-pass ﬁltered the images to remove the variations in DN not connected to topography and matched these low-pass ﬁltered images to coregister
the images. Afterwards they high-pass ﬁltered the images to remove the
variations in DN connected to topography and matched these to get the dis-
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Figure 3.5: DEM errors translate to horizontal errors when images are orthorectiﬁed. From: Kääb (2005).
placements. Scambos et al. (1992) also used the ﬁrst principal component of
diﬀerent visible and near-infrared bands to obtain images with enhanced ice
topography, scan-line destriping and gaussian contrast stretching before the
matching was conducted.
It is also possible to enhance diﬀerences in digital numbers in a preprocessing step. One way of doing this is called orientation correlation (OC)
(Fitch et al., 2002). Taking f as the image at time t = 1 and g as the image
at time t = 2, the orientation images fo and go are created from
∂f (x, y)
∂f (x, y)
+i
)
∂x
∂y
∂g(x, y)
∂g(x, y)
+i
)
go (x, y) = sgn(
∂x
∂y

0
if |x| = 0
where sgn(x) =
x
otherwise
|x|
fo (x, y) = sgn(

(3.1)
(3.2)
(3.3)

where sgn is the signum function and i is the complex imaginary unit. The
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new images fo and go are complex and hence consist of one real and one
imaginary part, where the intensity diﬀerences in the x direction represent
the real matrix and the intensity diﬀerences in the y direction represent
the imaginary matrix. These orientation images can then be matched using
frequency domain methods. OC is an eﬃcient method when it comes to
deriving ice shelf velocities (Haug et al., 2010) (Fig. 3.6). Heid and Kääb (in
press) showed that the method performs very well in glaciological studies. OC
also manages to match Landsat images that have black stripes after a failure
of the scan-line corrector (SLC-oﬀ) (Fig. 3.7). This is because homogeneous
areas get zero values when orientation images are created and therefore these
areas are neglected in the matching process.

Figure 3.6: Velocity measurements of the Larsen C ice shelf, Antarctic Peninsula, derived using orientation correlation. From: Haug et al. (2010).
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Figure 3.7: Matching of striped Landsat images after a failure of the Scan
Line Corrector using normalized cross-correlation (left), orientation correlation (middle) and the matching method from COSI-Corr (right). Only
orientation correlation manages to match the striped area. From: Heid and
Kääb (in press).

Interest operators can be used to avoid matching areas with too little
contrast to obtain a correct match. Förstner and Gülch (1987) developed
a method which was mainly meant to extract features in images. However,
this method can also be used to select optimal windows for image matching.
Schmid et al. (1998) compared diﬀerent interest operators, and found that
a method based on auto-correlation performed best. The adaptive window
size algorithm of Debella-Gilo and Kääb (in review) does not only choose the
window size depending on the texture to noise ratio in the images, but it also
excludes windows with too little texture to noise ratio when an upper window size is reached. However, the amount of texture needed for a matching
method to obtain a correct match depends on the matching method. Therefore, the texture to noise ratio at which matching should not be done has to
be tuned depending on the matching method.
When large displacements are expected it can be beneﬁcial to align the
images according to the expected displacements before the matching is conducted. This is beneﬁcial both for spatial domain methods and for frequency
domain methods, but in diﬀerent ways. For spatial domain methods the
search area can be reduced when aligning according to expected displace-
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ment is done. This reduces the computing time and increases the likelihood
of getting a correct match. For frequency domain methods it is not possible
to derive displacements larger than half the window size due to the quadrant
ambiguity problem. To be able to derive large displacements without increasing the window size, it is necessary to align the images according to the
expected displacement if the expected displacement is larger than half of the
wanted window size. In cases where the glaciers ﬂow in diﬀerent directions
and manual aligning is not wanted, it is possible to align images automatically. Matching can ﬁrst be done using large window sizes. The derived
displacements can then be used to align the images, and matching can be
done a second time using the wanted ﬁnal window size (Heid and Kääb, in
press). This procedure is best suited for frequency domain methods.

3.3

Diﬀerent matching methods

There are diﬀerent mathematical ways to ﬁnd the best correlation between
two images. The most common methods are described below.

Normalized cross-correlation
Normalized cross-correlation (NCC) is a matching method that is very often
used when studying glacier velocities due to its simplicity. The ﬁrst image is
taken as the reference image, and a window of this image is searched for in
the second image, or the search image. The cross-correlation surface CC is
given by


+ k, j + l) − μs )(r(k, l) − μr )

2
2
k,l (s(i + k, j + l) − μs )
k,l (r(k, l) − μr )

CC(i, j) = 

k,l (s(i

(3.4)

where (i, j) indicates the position in the search area, (k, l) the position in the
reference area, r the pixel value of the reference chip, s the pixel value of the
search chip, μr the average pixel value of the reference chip and μs the average
pixel value of the search chip. The peak of the cross-correlation surface
indicates the displacement between the images. Fig. 3.8 shows the work
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ﬂow in the NCC method. This cross-correlation is normalized, which has
two eﬀects. Firstly, images with diﬀerent illumination can be compared, and
secondly, the correlation coeﬃcient from diﬀerent attempts can be compared.
Because this method operates in the spatial domain, the process is time
consuming compared to processes that operate in the frequency domain using
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT).

Figure 3.8: The work ﬂow of the NCC method. From: Kääb (2005).
NCC was the ﬁrst method that was used for deriving glacier velocities,
and this was done by Bindschadler and Scambos (1991) and Scambos et al.
(1992) based on the work of Bernstein (1983). They developed a program
called IMCORR, which has been used in a number of studies deriving glacier
velocities (e.g. Skvarca et al., 2003; Berthier et al., 2003; Bindschadler et al.,
1996; Dowdeswell and Benham, 2003; Copland et al., 2009). In IMCORR
some of the terms in Eq. 3.4 are solved using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to
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speed up the calculations. Other studies have also used NCC to derive glacier
and rock glacier velocities (e.g. Whillans and Tseng, 1995; Kääb and Vollmer,
2000; Evans, 2000; Kääb, 2002; Kaufmann and Ladstädter, 2003; Berthier et
al., 2005; Kääb, 2005; Kääb et al., 2005; Debella-Gilo and Kääb, 2011; Huang
and Li, 2011). Heid and Kääb (in press) found that NCC generally performs
worse on glaciers compared to other methods, but the strength of spatial
domain methods like NCC is that they require smaller window sizes than
frequency domain methods to produce measurements. Hence, for smaller
glaciers, this method can be the best choice.
NCC can be easily dominated by strong diﬀerences in DNs in a window
(Heid and Kääb, in press). For glacierized areas strong diﬀerences in DN
are very common due to for example black rocks on white snow. If rocks
move with the ice this can generate correct matches in situations that would
otherwise be diﬃcult to match, but if the rock rolls on the glacier instead
of moving with the ice this can generate mismatches. Also thin clouds and
crevasses that are snow-ﬁlled in one image and without snow in the other
image will generate mismatches for this method.

Cross-correlation operated in the frequency domain
Cross-correlation can be computed in the frequency domain (hereafter abbreviated CCF) by multiplying the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of one
image and the complex conjugated FFT of the second image (the convolution theorem) (McClellan et al., 2003). This is the same as computing the
cross-correlation in the spatial domain. However, the normalization cannot
easily be transformed to the frequency domain. In the CCF method, only the
cross-correlation is computed, so that this method does not normalize. This
implies that a diﬀerent illumination in the two images can give a mismatch,
and also that a wrong match can be chosen if the illumination varies within
the section to be matched. In this approach the CC is given by
CC(i, j) = IF F T (F (u, v)G∗(u, v))
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where F (u, v) is the FFT of the matching window from the image at time
t = 1, G(u, v) is the FFT of the matching window from the image at time
t = 2, ∗ denotes the complex conjugated and IFFT is the Inverse Fast Fourier
Transform.
Since this method does not contain any kind of normalization, it has never
been used in glaciological studies alone. But together with pre-processing
steps that normalize, it can be a valuable method (Rolstad et al., 1997;
Heid and Kääb, in press). In combination with OC it performs very well in
glaciological studies, although not as good as COSI-Corr (Heid and Kääb,
in press). This method uses the entire matching window to derive a match
because it uses phase diﬀerences at all frequencies to derive the displacement.
It is therefore insensitive to phase diﬀerences constrained to a few frequencies,
which can be generated for instance if a rock rolls on the glacier. However, in
areas with much deformation this method can experience problems since the
diﬀerent frequencies have diﬀerent phase diﬀerences. Noise spread across all
frequencies can reduce the accuracy of this method or generate mismatches.

Phase correlation
A common way of approximating a normalization in the Fourier domain is
to consider only the phase information. By doing this, diﬀerences in image
intensity, which show up only in the amplitudes, are ignored. This is done
with the PC method. Here the CC is given by

CC(i, j) = IF F T


Fo (u, v)G∗o (u, v)
.
|Fo (u, v)G∗o (u, v)|

(3.6)

Also here the peak of the cross-correlation surface indicates the displacement.
Phase correlation (PC) was developed by Kuglin and Hines (1975), but
the use of this method within glaciology is very limited. Heid and Kääb (in
press) found that this method outperformed NCC in glaciological studies,
but that OC and COSI-Corr performed better.
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COSI-Corr
COSI-Corr is a highly advanced matching program developed by Leprince et
al. (2007). It was originally made for investigating tectonics, but glaciologists
soon found that it was also a valuable tool for deriving glacier velocities. It
estimates the phase diﬀerence in the Fourier domain and does not transform
the images back to the spatial domain to ﬁnd the maximum of the CC. It is
weighted by a bell-shaped window to center the matching to the middle of
the matching window. This makes it more certain where the match actually
comes from within the window, but in cases with little contrast in the image
center it can still obtain matches in the outer part. The method obtains more
correct matches than other tested methods in areas with little visual contrast
and is also generally a very robust method (Heid and Kääb, in press). The
code of the program, however, is not publicly available and this makes it
diﬃcult to make personal adjustments.
COSI-Corr is starting to become a commonly used program within glaciology. Scherler et al. (2008) did the ﬁrst study in glaciology with this method
(Fig. 3.9), and after that other studies have followed (Quincey and Glasser,
2009; Scherler et al., 2011a,b; Herman et al., 2011).

3.4

Subpixel measurements

All of the methods discussed in Section 3.3 require additional work in order to
obtain subpixel velocities except COSI-Corr. There are three possible ways to
do this. Firstly, the cross-correlation surface can be interpolated. Secondly,
the images can be interpolated before the matching is done. Thirdly, least
squares iterations can be used.
The most common way of estimating subpixel displacement is to interpolate the cross-correlation surface from the surrounding points. For spatial
domain methods the images should be oversampled by a factor of two to interpolate the cross-correlation surface in order to avoid aliasing (Dvornychenko,
1983). For frequency domain methods, however, this is not necessary. The
cross-correlation surface can be interpolated by ﬁtting functions to the sur-
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Figure 3.9: Velocity measurements from the Mount Everest region in Nepal
derived using COSI-Corr. From: Scherler et al. (2008).

rounding points. Both gaussian and parabolic functions are used for this.
For parabolic functions the subpixel displacements in the x direction dx and
in the y direction dy are found using
P (xm + 1, ym ) − P (xm − 1, ym)
2(2P (xm , ym ) − P (xm + 1, ym ) − P (xm − 1, ym))
P (xm , ym + 1) − P (xm , ym − 1)
dy =
2(2P (xm , ym ) − P (xm , ym + 1) − P (xm , ym − 1))

dx =

(3.7)
(3.8)

where P (xm , ym ) is the maximum correlation value. For gaussian functions
the subpixel displacements in the x direction dx and in the y direction dy
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are found using
ln(P (xm + 1, ym )) − ln(P (xm − 1, ym ))
2ln(2P (xm , ym ) − P (xm + 1, ym) − P (xm − 1, ym ))
ln(P (xm , ym + 1)) − ln(P (xm , ym − 1))
dy =
2ln(2P (xm , ym ) − P (xm , ym + 1) − P (xm , ym − 1))

dx =

(3.9)
(3.10)

The cross-correlation surface can also be interpolated using bicubic interpolation, which is a standard interpolation technique in MATLAB, for example
(’interp2’).
It is also possible to interpolate the images before the matching takes
place. This can be done using diﬀerent interpolation techniques, but bicubic
is considered to be the most suited interpolation technique (Debella-Gilo and
Kääb, 2011).
Least squares matching can also be used to obtain subpixel measurements.
This is not a matching method in itself, but it is an iteration process that
increases the accuracy of the matchings and makes it possible to obtain
subpixel measurements. The initial displacement measurements have to be
found using other methods and afterwards least squares iteration is used
to minimize the residuals until they converge. Least squares matching can
take strain rates and rotation into account and can therefore be valuable
when deriving glacier velocities (Whillans and Tseng, 1995; Kaufmann and
Ladstädter, 2003; Debella-Gilo and Kääb, in press).
Debella-Gilo and Kääb (2011) compared diﬀerent subpixel routines for
matching using NCC. They found that interpolating images before the matching is done outperformed interpolating the correlation surface after the matching is done (Fig. 3.10). It is however important to notice that this is
only valid for NCC. Frequency domain methods have much sharper crosscorrelation surfaces that are more suited for interpolation. Images should be
oversampled by a factor of two for the interpolation of the cross-correlation
surface generated using spatial domain methods to be valid, whereas this is
not the case for frequency domain methods.
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Figure 3.10: The performance of four subpixel algorithms for matching with
NCC. Mean deviation indicates the deviation from an assumed correct value.
From: Debella-Gilo and Kääb (2011).

3.5

Post-processing

Because the resulting displacement ﬁeld usually contains a large number of
both correct and erroneous matches, editing is needed as a post-processing
step. Commonly, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) or correlation coeﬃcient is
used as the ﬁrst step (Kääb and Vollmer, 2000; Skvarca et al., 2003; Kääb,
2005; Kääb et al., 2005; Scherler et al., 2008; Quincey and Glasser, 2009).
Then matches with low signal-to-noise ratio or low correlation coeﬃcients are
removed. This usually leaves some mismatches (and removes some correct
matches) and therefore requires more editing afterwards.
More soﬁsticated methods are also used for ﬁltering the measurements.
Scambos et al. (1992) used reverse correlations. They calculated the displacements using ﬁrst the image from time 1 as the reference image and
afterwards the image from time 2 as the reference image. The displacements
were then compared, and those that deviated more than a threshold were
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rejected. Directional ﬁlters have been used in some studies (Kääb, 2005;
Kääb et al., 2005; Scherler et al., 2008). In this case, the ﬂow directions are
deﬁned from the ﬂow features visible in the images, and then the result of the
matching is compared to these ﬂow directions. Filters that look at diﬀerences
in speed and remove measurements with varying speed over short distances
have also been used (Scherler et al., 2008). Heid and Kääb (in press) lowpass ﬁltered the displacement ﬁeld and compared the original to the ﬁltered
version. Measurements that deviated more than a certain threshold were
removed (Fig. 3.11). This approach is similar to an approach suggested by
Evans (2000). Skvarca et al. (2003) ﬁltered the vectors using a vector median
ﬁlter developed by Astola et al. (1990). Debella-Gilo and Kääb (in review)
actually ﬁltered the measurements as a pre-processing step by investigating
the texture in the matching windows and ignoring matching windows with
little texture.
For global scale applications it might be more acceptable to remove some
correct matches when ﬁltering the displacements. Having stricter thresholds
on the automatic ﬁltering methods removes more erroneous matches, but at
the same time more correct matches are removed. For global scale applications this might be acceptable, and also necessary because manual ﬁltering
of a large number of vectors is too time consuming. For studies of speciﬁc
glaciers it is often better to use less strict thresholds on the automatic ﬁltering methods and rather ﬁlter the results manually in the end to remove the
last errors.
All the above mentioned ﬁlters have in common that they require manual
tuning of thresholds. This is because the glacier characteristics vary considerably both between and within regions. Because of this, it seems unlikely
that completely automatic ﬁlters ever exist.

3.6

Sources of error

Errors may arise from the pre-processing step, from the matching itself, and
from transformation of the surface between the two image acquisitions. Er-
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Figure 3.11: Unﬁltered velocity measurements (upper panel) and automatically ﬁltered velocity measurements (lower panel) in Karakoram. From: Heid
and Kääb (in press).
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rors that stem from orthorectiﬁcation and from the matching are usually the
easiest errors to quantify, whereas errors connected to surface transformation
are more diﬃcult to quantify.
Orthorectiﬁcation may, as mentioned earlier, introduce horizontal shifts
that are not due to displacement but due to errors in the orthorectiﬁcation.
Such errors can stem from wrong information about the camera position, look
direction or lens distortions, atmospheric eﬀects, or errors in the DEM. Errors
in the DEM will inﬂuence all images obtained from the same point the same
way. Therefore, in cases where the two matched images are obtained from
the same point, DEM errors create only minor errors in the derived velocities.
These errors are created because bumps or depressions in the DEMs that are
not real give wrong distances and therefore wrong velocities. Such errors can
become more prominent if the velocity ﬁeld is used to investigate velocity
gradients. If the same DEM is used to orthorectify images from diﬀerent
times and the glacier surface elevation changes between image acquisitions,
this can create horizontal shifts that are not due to displacement but due
to change in elevation. The relationship between elevation changes dz and
horizontal position changes dx is given by
z0 − z
dz
=
dx
x

(3.11)

where z0 − z is the sensor height above ground and x is measured as the
horizontal distance of a terrain point from the sensor nadir. For Landsat
images z0 − z = 700 000 m and x = 90 000 m in the outer parts of the image.
The glacier surface therefore has to change its elevation by 39 m over the
time period between the two acquisitions to change the horizontal position
1/3 of a 15 m pixel. In image matching such large changes in elevation will
also lead to surface decorrelation, and it will not be possible to obtain correct
matches.
The image-to-image registration accuracy of the images used will inﬂuence
the matching accuracy. Satellite agencies usually investigate the image-toimage registration accuracy of their products and publish the results (e.g.
Lee et al., 2004).
The accuracy of the matching algorithm, including the subpixel routine,
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also introduces errors. This error can be quantiﬁed either by investigating
the root mean square error (RMSE) of measurements over assumed stable
ground, or by constructing synthetic images with applied displacements and
comparing the derived displacements to the applied displacements. To obtain
only the accuracy of the matching algorithm, synthetic images should be
used because measurements over stable ground also include satellite jitter
and errors from the orthorectiﬁcation if the two images are obtained from
diﬀerent locations.
The match can in theory originate from anywhere inside the window, and
where it originates from depends on the matching method. If COSI-Corr
is used it is more likely that the match originates from the center because
of the weighting with a bell-shaped window. For NCC the match is more
likely to come from an area with large diﬀerences in DNs. Using frequency
domain methods with no weighting window, the match represents the most
common displacement within the window. In cases where the displacements
have to be attributed to a speciﬁc point and not the window, for example
if the displacement ﬁeld is used to derive strain rates or if the displacement
ﬁeld is compared to ground truth data, this can introduce errors.
Undiscovered erroneous matches in the ﬁltered and ﬁnal displacement
ﬁeld can also be present. Clear mismatches are easy to reject in the postprocessing step, but some matches might have both approximately the same
direction and magnitude as surrounding matches and incorrectly be classiﬁed
as a correct match. It can be easier to identify such erroneous matches
over stable ground than over moving surfaces, because neighbouring matches
should be alike over stable ground whereas neighbouring matches are allowed
to vary over surfaces with displacement.
There might be diﬀerent kinds of surface transformation from one image
to the next image that makes the match less correct. Such transformations
include deformation, melting, opening or closing of crevasses and debris behaving diﬀerently from the glacier. The latter might for example be rocks
sliding or rolling on the glacier, or deformation of the debris. As long as the
surface transformation is not suﬃcient enough to generate a mismatch such
surface transformations will make the match less accurate.
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For independent errors the ﬁnal error can be calculated as the root sum

square (RSS) of the individual error contributions. In image matching of
glacier velocities the ﬁnal error of the measurements E can be given as

E = (Eort )2 + (Ereg )2 + (Emat )2 + (Epos )2 + (Emis )2 + (Etra )2 (3.12)
where Eort is the error from orthorectiﬁcation, Ereg is the error from imageto-image registration, Emat is the error from the matching algorithm, Epos
is the error when the match originates from another position in the window
than what is assumed, Emis is the error from the mismatches and Etra is the
error from the surface transformation.

3.7

Comparison to groundbased measurements

A few studies have compared displacements measured using image matching
to displacements measured using ground based surveys. This is usually quite
a diﬃcult task because both measurements should ideally represent the same
time period. Due to both seasonal and yearly variations in glacier speed, it
is easy to capture such diﬀerences instead of methodological diﬀerences if the
measurements do not originate from the exact same period.
The fact that matches can originate from anywhere inside the window
can also make the comparison diﬃcult. If the match is attributed to the
center point but represents the outer edge of the window, this can give deviations between the ground based measurements and the image matching
measurements if there are velocity gradients within the window. This does
not mean that the match is incorrect, only that the match is incorrectly said
to represent the center of the window.
Lucchitta and Ferguson (1986) compared Landsat derived velocities to
velocities derived using ground surveys. They found that there was an agreement of better than 10 %. Frezzotti et al. (1998) compared data from GPS
with image matching results obtained using Landsat MSS, Landsat TM and
SPOT XS. They found that close to tie points the image matching errors
were down to 15 m/a whereas the image matching errors far from tie points
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were 70 m/a. Berthier et al. (2005) compared SPOT5 derived velocities to
ground truth data obtained using DGPS. The DGPS measurements were
from a shorter time period within the period between the two SPOT5 image acquisitions. Diﬀerences between the two methods were in the order of
1/5 of the pixel size of 0.5 m, but some of this discrepancy was assumed to
stem from the diﬀerent time periods or uncertainties in the DGPS system.
Copland et al. (2009) compared yearly ASTER derived velocities to summer
DGPS data. They found that the direction ﬁtted well and that most of the
diﬀerences in magnitude were within the error of image matching. However,
they also found one point with higher magnitude in the DGPS data and they
attributed this to higher summer speed. Herman et al. (2011) used COSICorr and ASTER images to derive velocities in New Zealand. They found
a small bias in the north-south component of the displacements that they
attributed to pitch residuals of the spacecraft that were not removed in the
orthorectiﬁcation process.
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4
Summary of articles
4.1

Article I

Monitoring ice shelf velocities from repeat MODIS and
Landsat data - a method study on the Larsen C ice
shelf, Antarctic Peninsula, and 10 other ice shelves
around Antarctica
Although many studies have conducted measurements of glacier velocities using image matching of optical images, very few studies have conducted
measurements on ice shelves using this method. Bindschadler et al. (1994)
and Rack et al. (1999) derived velocities on the relatively small Larsen A
ice shelf, Skvarca (1994) and Glasser et al. (2009) measured velocities of
small sections of Larsen C ice shelf as part of larger studies. Also, the focus
when using image matching to derive glacier velocities has been on medium
and high spatial resolution images, and low spatial resolution images have
received little attention. Low resolution images however, have several advantages over medium and high spatial resolution images. Firstly, low resolution
sensors cover large areas with only one image, which makes it easier to do
large-scale monitoring of glacier velocities. This also ensures that there is
stable bedrock in most images so that diﬀerent images can be accurately
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coregistered. Secondly, low spatial resolution satellites have high temporal
resolution, especially in polar regions where several images can be obtained
every day. In cloudy regions this is important because the likelihood of obtaining cloud-free images for a wanted period increases drastically.
In this article velocities are derived using MODIS images (250 m spatial
resolution) for two periods for the Larsen C ice shelf on the Antarctic Peninsula. The two periods are 2002-2006 and 2006-2009. The velocities obtained
using MODIS images are also validated for two ice shelf sections against
velocities obtained using Landsat 7 ETM+ panchromatic images with 15 m
spatial resolution. We mainly use orientation correlation to derive velocities,
but normalized cross-correlation is also tested.
The uncertainties for the MODIS derived displacements are about one
fourth of a pixel, and for Landsat derived displacements the uncertainties
are about one pixel. When comparing speeds, the diﬀerence between MODIS
and Landsat derived speeds is -15.4 m/a and 13.0 m/a for the two diﬀerent
sections on the ice shelf for the ﬁrst period and -26.7 m/a and 27.9 m/a for the
same sections for the second period. We therefore conclude that MODIS images are well suited for measuring ice shelf velocities and also for monitoring
their changes over time.
Orientation correlation seems better suited than normalized cross-correlation
in this study. Orientation correlation creates fewer mismatches, is able to
match images with regular noise and data voids, and is faster. Because it
can match images with data voids, it can also be used to match Landsat 7
ETM+ images after the failure of the Scan Line Corrector in 2003 (SLC oﬀ).
As a second part of the study we test our method on ten other ice shelves
around Antarctica. The method works well on most parts of the ice shelves
investigated. The main factor that hinders successful matching during cloudfree conditions is the lack of visual contrast. However, on large parts of the
ice shelves it is possible to derive velocities, and this demonstrates that the
approach is suitable for large scale monitoring of ice shelf dynamics.
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Article II

Evaluation of diﬀerent existing image matching methods
for deriving glacier surface displacements globally from
optical satellite images
There has been little focus on comparing diﬀerent correlation algorithms
to ﬁnd the correlation algorithm that is best suited for measuring glacier
velocities using repeat optical satellite images. However, many diﬀerent correlation algorithms have been used to derive velocities, so there is a need to
compare commonly used correlation algorithms. We hypothesize that since
glaciers can be very diﬀerent depending on where in the world they are situated, it might be that diﬀerent correlation algorithms work best in diﬀerent
areas of the world.
We test six commonly used matching methods over ﬁve glacierized areas
spread around the world and with diﬀerent characteristics, which are though
to be globally representative.

The matching methods evaluated are (1)

normalized cross-correlation operated in the frequency domain, (2) crosscorrelation operated in the frequency domain, (3) phase correlation operated
in the frequency domain, (4) cross-correlation operated in the frequency domain on orientation images, (5) phase correlation operated in the frequency
domain on orientation images, (6) the phase correlation algorithm used in
the COSI-Corr software. The ﬁve glacierized study regions are Karakoram,
the European Alps, Alaska, Pine Island in Antarctica and southwest Greenland. Because the aim of this study also is to open up the possibility to do
global-scale mapping and monitoring glacier ﬂow, we use Landsat images.
One Landsat image covers a large area on the ground, and also they extend
back to 1982 with 30 m spatial resolution.
Cross-correlation on orientation images (CCF-O) outperforms the three
similar Fourier methods, both in areas with high and low visual contrast.
Normalized cross-correlation (NCC) experiences problems in areas with low
visual contrast, areas with thin clouds or changing snow conditions between
the images. CCF-O has problems on narrow glaciers where small window
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sizes are needed, and it obtains fewer correct matches than COSI-Corr in
areas with low visual contrast. COSI-Corr has problems on narrow glaciers
and it obtains fewer matches compared to CCF-O when thin clouds cover the
surface or if one of the images contains snow dunes. Of the three methods
NCC, CCF-O and COSI-Corr, only CCF-O manages to match striped Landsat images after the failure of the Scan Line Corrector (SLC oﬀ) in 2003. In
total we consider CCF-O and COSI-Corr to be the two most robust matching
methods for global-scale mapping and monitoring of glacier velocities.

4.3

Article III

Worldwide widespread decadal-scale decrease of glacier
speed revealed using repeat optical satellite images
Because so much focus has been put into developing, improving, automating and comparing diﬀerent image matching methods over the last years
(Leprince et al., 2007; Scherler et al., 2008; Haug et al., 2010; Debella-Gilo
and Kääb, 2011, in review; Heid and Kääb, in press), it is now possible to
derive glacier velocities over large regions of the world. Such velocity measurements make it possible to improve our knowledge about glacier dynamics
both in space and time. In this study we focus on exploring the connection
between glacier mass balance and glacier speed changes. Many regions of
the world have had a negative mass balance over the last decades (Käser
et al., 2006; Lemke et al., 2007; Bahr et al., 2009; WGMS, 2009), and we
hypothesize that this has caused the glaciers in these areas to slow down.
To test this we select ﬁve regions of the world with negative mass balance
over the last decades: Pamir, Caucasus, Penny Ice Cap, Alaska Range and
Patagonia. For every region the glacier velocities are derived for two diﬀerent periods and the speeds are compared for these two diﬀerent periods. We
also select Karakoram, which is an area assumed to have positive mass balance (Quincey et al., 2009a) and which also contains many surging glaciers
(Hewitt, 1969, 2007; Copland et al., 2009).
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We ﬁnd that the mapped glaciers in the ﬁve areas with negative mass
balance have reduced their speeds over the last decades. Glaciers in Pamir
have reduced their speed by 43 % in average per decade, glaciers in Caucasus
by 8 % in average per decade, outlet glaciers from Penny Ice Cap by 25 %
in average per decade, glaciers in the Alaska Range by 11 % in average per
decade, and outlet glaciers from the Southern Patagonia Ice Field by 20 %
per decade.
Glaciers in Karakoram behave diﬀerently depending on location. Glaciers
in the east have generally increased their speeds as a result of the positive
mass balance. In this area there are probably few surging glaciers due to
the few observations of surging glaciers and the few looped moraines seen in
the satellite images. In the central north many of the glaciers are probably
surging due to the low speeds, which indicate surging glaciers in their quiescent phase, and the many observations of glacier surges in this area. In
northwest the glaciers have large speed variations from period to period, but
because the speeds are high in both periods, sliding must be important in
both periods and hence the glaciers cannot be deﬁned as surging glaciers.
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5
Conclusions and perspectives
The focus of this thesis has been to further develop optical image matching
techniques within glaciology. So far very little focus has been on developing
the methods within glaciology, whereas many studies have applied such methods to glaciology. Only medium or high spatial resolution images have been
used so far, and studies have only focused on one image matching method. It
has therefore been a need to further explore optical image matching within
glaciology.
Paper I shows that low resolution images can be of great use within image matching in glaciology. The large ice shelves surrounding Antarctica
are diﬃcult to match using high or medium spatial resolution images. This
is because they are so large that many high or medium spatial resolution
images are needed to match one ice shelf, and because it is diﬃcult to ﬁnd
stable bedrock to orthorectify the images when the ice shelves are so enormous. It can also be easier to ﬁnd optical images from each year using low
resolution images because of the shorter repeat times of such imagery. In
this research we used MODIS images with a spatial resolution of 250 m, and
obtained an accuracy for MODIS derived displacements of about one fourth
of a pixel. Because it is possible to match images several years apart due to
the little surface transformation, the yearly uncertainty relative to the yearly
displacement is small. Therefore it is possible to monitor ice shelf speed
changes using low resolution images.
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In Paper II we showed that NCC, which is commonly used to derive glacier

displacements, does not perform as well as other methods for most glacier
types. In general, COSI-Corr performs best but CCF-O performs almost as
well. The main problem with NCC is the low number of correct matches
in areas with low visual contrast, but also thin clouds and changing snow
conditions are a problem for this method. CCF-O has problems with narrow
outlet glaciers, and it obtains fewer correct matches than COSI-Corr in areas
with low visual contrast. COSI-Corr has problems on narrow glaciers, when
thin clouds cover the surface or if one of the images contains snow dunes.
Only CCF-O manages to match striped Landsat images after the failure
of the SLC. In total CCF-O and COSI-Corr are considered to be the best
methods for global-scale mapping and monitoring of glacier velocities.
Regional glacier velocities give us the opportunity to improve our knowledge about glacier dynamics both in space and time. In this research we
investigate the relationship between glacier mass balance and glacier speed.
In ﬁve regions of the world where the mass balance has been negative over
the last decades, glaciers have also reduced their speed. These ﬁve areas
are Pamir (reduction in glacier speed of 43 % per decade), Caucasus (reduction in glacier speed of 8 % per decade), Penny Ice Cap (reducion in glacier
speed of 25 % per decade), Alaska Range (reduction in glacier speed of 11 %
per decade) and Patagonia (reduction in glacier speed of 20 % per decade).
Karakoram, an area with assumed positive mass balance, shows an increase
in glacier speed over the last decades. However, Karakoram is heavily inﬂuenced by glacier surges and dynamically instable glaciers, and this is most
prominent in this area.
The development of image matching within glaciology done in this research, combined with the development done in other studies (e.g. Kääb,
2005; Leprince et al., 2007; Scherler et al., 2008; Debella-Gilo and Kääb,
2011, in review), makes it easier to derive glacier velocities. In this thesis
the focus has been to explore imagery that has never been used to derive
glacier velocity before over areas that have never been mapped using image
matching. We have also compared commonly used image matching methods to be able to select the best method in every situation. Together with
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adaptive window sizes (Debella-Gilo and Kääb, in review) this gives the possibility to automatically derive glacier velocities worldwide. However, using
adaptive window sizes is time consuming, and today it is not possible to do
this worldwide due to computing time. Filtering of the measurements afterwards to remove mismatches is a task that is diﬃcult to fully automate
because all methods require manual tuning of the ﬁltering parameters. The
adaptive window size approach may be a solution to this problem because
windows with too little texture when the upper window size limit is reached
are ignored in the matching.
New image matching methods developed in the future can be tested
against the methods tested in this study to investigate whether they perform better over glaciers. It is then important to test the methods over
several diﬀerent glacier surfaces, because it may change from glacier to glacier and glacier region to glacier region which method performs the best.
Such a study can be done following the procedure outlined in Paper II.
Image matching of SAR images can also be investigated closer using a
similar approach to what is shown for optical images in Paper II. Comparing
diﬀerent SAR-based methods for deriving glacier velocities is more done than
comparing diﬀerent optical methods. However, these studies have focused on
the diﬀerence between intensity tracking, coherence tracking, speckle tracking and DInSAR (Michel and Rignot, 1999; Strozzi et al., 2002; Luckman et
al., 2007) instead of focusing on the diﬀerence between diﬀerent matching
methods. Future studies could therefore focus on diﬀerent image matching algorithms within image matching of SAR images. Fig. 5.1 shows the
matching results of NCC, PC and OC using two ERS-1 scenes over Svalbard.
Because of the high level of almost random noise in SAR images, PC and
OC obtain less correct matches compared to NCC. This is the opposite than
for optical images and highlights the importance of testing diﬀerent image
matching methods also for image matching of SAR images.
It is now possible to derive glacier velocities over larger regions, and more
eﬀort should be focused on this. Such studies can provide valuable insights
in glacier dynamics. Firstly, as shown in Paper III, this can give information
about how glaciers respond to climate change. Secondly, regional glacier ve-
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locities derived for diﬀerent periods give the possibility to investigate surge
occurrence, surge behaviour and other dynamical instabilities. This can reveal new information on how frequent dynamically instable glaciers actually
are. It can also help to solve what the mechanisms behind surging glaciers
are. Thirdly, glacier velocities are linked to glacier hazards. The reduction of glacier speed can create glacier lakes, and these may burst and ﬂood
lower lying regions. Extending the number of glaciers with velocity measurements can help to point out areas where glacier lakes may form. Such
areas can then be monitored closely to avoid or reduce damage when lakes
drain. Fourthly, glacier velocities may be tested against glacier inventory
parameters such as length, area and hypsometry to point out diﬀerences and
similarities between areas. Fifthly, glacier velocities can be used to estimate
transport times and erosion rates, and thereby contribute to knowledge on
landscape development.
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Figure 5.1: SAR intensity tracking using two ERS-1 scenes over Kongsvegen, Kronebreen and Kongsbreen between 5 April 1996 and 10 May 1996.
Matching results are obtained using a) the Gamma software developed by
Gamma Remote Sensing AG based on normalized cross-correlation, b) own
written normalized cross-correlation, c) phase correlation and d) orientation
correlation. (Heid, unpublished.)
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Abstract. We investigate the velocity ﬁeld of the Larsen C
ice shelf, Antarctic Peninsula, over the periods 2002–2006
and 2006–2009 based on repeat optical satellite data. The
velocity ﬁeld of the entire ice shelf is measured using repeat
low resolution MODIS data (250 m spatial resolution). The
measurements are validated for two ice shelf sections against
repeat medium resolution Landsat 7 ETM+ pan data (15 m
spatial resolution). Horizontal surface velocities are obtained
through image matching using both orientation correlation
operated in the frequency domain and normalized crosscorrelation operated in the spatial domain, and the two methods
compared. The uncertainty in the displacement measurements turns out to be about one fourth of the pixel size for
the MODIS derived data, and about one pixel for the Landsat derived data. The difference between MODIS and Landsat based speeds is −15.4 m a−1 and 13.0 m a−1 , respectively,
for the ﬁrst period for the two different validation sections on
the ice shelf, and −26.7 m a−1 and 27.9 m a−1 for the second
period for the same sections. This leads us to conclude that
repeat MODIS images are well suited to measure ice shelf
velocity ﬁelds and monitor their changes over time. Orientation correlation seems better suited for this purpose because
it produces fewer mismatches, is able to match images with
regular noise and data voids, and is faster. Since it can match
images with regular data voids it is possible to match Landsat 7 ETM+ images even after the 2003 failure of the Scan
Line Corrector (SLC off) that leaves signiﬁcant image stripes
with no data. Image matching based on the original 12-bit radiometric resolution MODIS data produced slightly better results than using the 8-bit version of the same images. Streamline interpolation from the obtained surface velocity ﬁeld on
Larsen C indicates ice travel times of up to 450 to 550 years
between the inland boundary and the ice shelf edge. In a
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second step of the study we test our method successfully on
10 other ice shelves around Antarctica demonstrating that the
approach presented could in fact be used for large scale monitoring of ice shelf dynamics.

1

Introduction

Velocities of glaciers, ice sheets and ice shelves can be measured successfully by remote sensing techniques. The two
most commonly used methods so far have been radar interferometry and correlation of repeat images. Radar interferometry measures the phase shifts between two SAR image acquisitions. This relies on phase coherence, and in order to avoid coherence degradation on the rapidly changing
snow/ice surface, tandem missions with only a few days between the acquisitions are often required. This limits the
application of the radar interferometry method. Image correlation has, in principle, much longer decorrelation times.
These can range from about a year for mountain glaciers to
more than ten years for Antarctic glaciers and ice streams.
The correlation method can be applied to both optical images and to data from synthetic aperture radar (SAR). Image
matching can either be done in the spatial domain or the frequency domain (Brown, 1992; Zitova and Flusser, 2003).
Ice velocity studies using the correlation method have
among others been conducted in Antarctica (e.g., Scambos et al., 1992), on Svalbard (e.g., Rolstad et al., 1997;
Kääb et al., 2005), in the Alps (e.g., Kääb, 2002; Berthier
et al., 2005), in New Zealand (e.g., Kääb, 2002; Quincey and
Glasser, 2009), in the Himalaya (e.g., Scherler et al., 2008;
Kääb, 2005), in Greenland (e.g., Strozzi et al., 2002; Howat
et al., 2005), and in Patagonia (e.g., Skvarca et al., 2003).
However, very few have studied ice shelf velocities using
the correlation method. Bindschadler et al. (1994) and Rack
et al. (1999) derived velocities using this method on the relatively small Larsen A ice shelf. Skvarca (1994) and Glasser
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et al. (2009) measured the velocities of a small section of the
Larsen C ice shelf as part of larger studies.
The purpose of this study is, ﬁrstly, to demonstrate that
optical sensors with low spatial resolution can be used to
measure the velocity ﬁelds of Antarctic ice shelves and their
changes with satisfactory accuracy. Secondly, the study aims
at an initial selection of ice shelves where the method presented could actually be employed for easy and operational
monitoring of ice ﬂow. Three major advantages of low resolution optical sensors such as Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer (MODIS) or Medium Resolution Image
Spectrometer Instrument (MERIS) are: (1) that they cover
much larger areas with a single image than medium and high
resolution optical and SAR sensors such as Landsat, SPOT,
Radarsat, ERS SAR or Envisat ASAR do. This fact allows
for large-scale monitoring of ice velocities. In addition, it
ensures that one individual scene will in most cases contain
stable ground. That helps to accurately co-register the repeat
data without having to rely on the satellite-derived geolocation of the data or without having to mosaic scenes that stem
from different times and contain only moving targets. (2)
The very frequent coverages by low resolution satellite imagery of up to several times per day in polar regions increases
drastically the potential for cloud-free scenes compared to
medium and high resolution optical sensors with much lower
repeat times. (3) Correlation over time for optical data is often much more robust than the phase coherence of SAR data
necessary for SAR interferometry or speckle tracking, allowing to cover much larger time steps using optical data.
On the other hand, application of repeat low resolution
optical images for ice shelf velocity measurements has also
clear disadvantages: (1) image matching accuracy is in general governed by the pixel size so that sensors with higher
spatial resolution potentially provide better accuracies. (2)
Phase-based methods such as SAR interferometry and SAR
speckle tracking will naturally provide a much higher displacement accuracy than image intensity correlation methods as necessary for optical data. (3) Optical sensors are unable to image during (polar) night and through cloud cover.
(4) Matching of repeat optical data relies on optical surface
contrast features that are naturally scarce over Antarctica.
SAR backscatter features suitable for matching will often be
denser.
The above list of potential advantages and disadvantages
shows that measuring velocity ﬁelds on ice shelves using low
resolution optical data will not be the optimal method for
such work but rather represent a valuable complement to the
other methods, which all have different speciﬁc beneﬁts and
limitations. Correlation of low resolution images with large
coverage is a good mean to initially detect regions that have
experienced changes and thus to guide where dedicated studies should be performed by collecting time series of higher
resolution images.
The potential and accuracy of ice shelf velocities from
low resolution optical data (here: MODIS) is assessed usThe Cryosphere, 4, 161–178, 2010

Fig. 1. Sketch map over Antarctica (right) and image of Larsen C
ice shelf (left). The position of the MODIS image is indicated as
red rectangle in the right panel and it forms the background in the
left panel. The position of the Landsat validation images are indicated in red in the left panel (path 216 row 108 and path 216 row
107). The numbers mark the locations of the other ice shelves investigated: 1. Ross, 2. Getz east, 3. Ronne, 4. Filchner, 5. RiiserLarsen, 6. Fimbul, 7. Amery, 8. West, 9. Shackleton, 10. Mertz.
The MODIS image is from 2002 and was preprocessed by Scambos
et al. (2009).

ing repeat optical images of medium spatial resolution (here:
Landsat). For a test site we select the Larsen C ice shelf
and the remnants of the Larsen B ice shelf, both located on
the Antarctic Peninsula (Fig. 1). The velocity measurements
are conducted using two image matching methods, normalized cross-correlation which we operate in the spatial domain
and orientation correlation operated in the frequency domain
which we operate in the frequency domain, and these two approaches are compared. Velocities are also measured for different periods in order to identify possible velocity changes.
Rise in air and sea temperatures around the Antarctic
Peninsula over the last decades have impacted on the ice
shelves in this area. Turner et al. (2005) found that air
temperatures on the western Antarctic Peninsula rose by
0.56 ◦ C decade−1 from 1951 to 2000. Meredith and King
(2005) reported that the ocean surface temperatures on the
western side of the Antarctic Peninsula increased by more
than 1 ◦ C in the period 1955 to 1998.
At the same time the ice shelves and glaciers in this area
have undergone large changes. As many as seven ice shelves
have retreated dramatically or completely disintegrated over
the last decades (Cook and Vaughan, 2010). Several studies
have shown that the glaciers feeding the ice shelves have increased their velocities after the disintegration. This speed up
has been attributed to removal of the buttressing ice shelves
www.the-cryosphere.net/4/161/2010/
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(Rott et al., 2002; Scambos and Bohlander, 2003; De Angelis and Skvarca, 2003; Rignot et al., 2004; Scambos et al.,
2004; Rignot et al., 2005). In addition, surge activity has
been observed after ice shelf disintegration (De Angelis and
Skvarca, 2003). The glaciers on the Antarctic Peninsula have
also accelerated because their termini have thinned (Pritchard
and Vaughan, 2007). As a result of the velocity increase of
glaciers on the Antarctic Peninsula, glaciers in this region
were considered to loose 60±46 Gt a−1 in 2006, which was
an increase of 140% since 1996 (Rignot et al., 2008).
Four ice shelves on the northeastern coast of the Antarctic
Peninsula have disintegrated between 1986 and 2002. Larsen
Inlet started the disintegration process in 1986 and it ended in
1989 (Skvarca, 1993). The ice shelf in Prince Gustav Channel collapsed between 1992 and 1995 (Rott et al., 1996).
Larsen A collapsed in 1995 (Rott et al., 1996), and Larsen B
followed in 2002 (Rack and Rott, 2004).
It has been observed that several of the ice shelves that
disintegrated underwent large changes before they collapsed.
Bindschadler et al. (1994) found that Larsen A accelerated
by up to 15% from the period 1975–1986 to the period 1986–
1989 and Rack et al. (1999) found that it accelerated by 10%
from 1986–1989 and 1988–1989 to 1992–1993. Skvarca
et al. (1999) measured on Larsen B an acceleration of 13.2%
between the periods 1988–1994 and 1994–1997. Rott et al.
(2002) also measured an increase in velocity after a calving event in 1995. Furthermore, ﬁeld measurements carried
out along the center ﬂowline of Larsen B revealed that surface ice-velocity which increased by 10% from 1996–1997 to
1997–1999 has augmented to 26% between 1997–1999 and
1999–2001, i.e. just before the ﬁnal collapse (Skvarca et al.,
2004). On the other hand, Vieli et al. (2006) derived from
satellite interferometry a maximum increase in ice velocity
on Larsen B of about 150 m a−1 from 1995/1996 to 1999.
It has been widely discussed whether the penetration
of meltwater into crevasses is enhancing the fractures and
thereby triggering the disintegration (Scambos et al., 2000;
MacAyeal et al., 2003; Scambos et al., 2008). However, as
Vieli et al. (2006) point out, this can only explain the ﬁnal
collapse and not the dynamic response that can be seen prior
to the collapse. Because the ice shelves that have disintegrated so far have shown a dynamic response prior to the
collapse, we suggest that studying changes in ice shelf dynamics can give valuable insight on their stability.
After introducing the satellite data used, we describe the
image matching methods applied and their accuracy. Then,
the results for Larsen C are presented in detail in order to
understand the potential and limitations of the method. Results for ten other ice shelves in Antarctica are also described
in order to evaluate the applicability and performance of the
method for Antarctic ice shelves in general and to present an
initial selection of ice shelves that could be monitored that
way. Discussion and conclusions terminate our study.
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Satellite data

Optical satellite images with two different spatial resolutions
are selected for this study. Both the 250 m spatial resolution
bands from the NASA’s Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) images (bands 1 and 2, bandwidths
of 620-670 nm and 841–876 nm, respectively) represent the
lowest spatial resolution, and NASA/USGS’ Landsat 7 Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus (ETM+) panchromatic images (channel 8, bandwidth of 520-900 nm) with a spatial
resolution of 15 m represent the highest. The MODIS images
have been preprocessed by the National Snow and Ice Data
Center (NSIDC) (Scambos et al., 2009). This preprocessing
included orthorecitiﬁcation, i.e. geocoding and topographic
correction using a Digital Elevation Model (DEM). The accuracy of the topographic correction is given as better than
0.2 pixels.
Images from three different times are selected in order to
measure both velocities over the two periods and velocity
changes between the periods. The periods should be long
enough to identify statistically signiﬁcant displacements, but
also short enough to avoid surface changes that hinder the
correlation of images. Two areas on Larsen C are chosen
to validate the velocities and the velocity changes measured
with the MODIS imagery. These areas are hereafter referred
to as Larsen C South and Larsen C North. The validation is
performed by using the ﬁner spatial resolution imagery from
the Landsat ETM+ pan sensor. “Larsen C South” indicates
images from path 216 row 108 and “Larsen C North” indicates images from path 216 row 107. Their location is indicated in Fig. 1. The validation areas are selected based on the
availability of cloud free images from both the MODIS and
the Landsat sensors with as short as possible time separation
between both. An overview of the selected images can be
found in Table 1.
Until autumn 2005 NSIDC produced images with 8 bit radiometric resolution from the MODIS images. Therefore the
MODIS image from 2002 is 8 bit, while the images from
2006, 2008 and 2009 are 12 bit, which is the original radiometric resolution of MODIS. The images from 2006, 2008
and 2009 are also available as 8 bit images, and this gave us
also the opportunity to investigate the impact of different radiometric resolutions on image matching.
Due to the small elevation differences on the Larsen ice
shelf, there are only minor topographic distortions over the
ice shelf caused by elevation differences in the images. These
are assessed to be small enough to be neglected in this study.
Co-registering the MODIS images using stable ground with
varying elevation is possible because the MODIS images
from NSIDC are corrected for elevation. In addition, the
2002 and 2008 MODIS data used are from the same orbit,
and the 2006 and 2009 data from orbits adjacent to these
so that effects from residual topographic distortion are minimized. The matched Landsat images have the same imaging
geometry because they are from the same path and row, i.e.
The Cryosphere, 4, 161–178, 2010
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Table 1. MODIS and Landsat satellite images used for the velocity
measurements. Larsen C South indicates Landsat images from path
216 row 108 and Larsen C North indicates Landsat images from
path 216 row 107.
Larsen C South
MODIS
Landsat
17 Mar 2002 1345
5 Jan 2006 1355
1 Jan 2009 1330

22 Nov 2001
4 Jan 2006
12 Jan 2009

15 Apr 2002
4 Jan 2006
11 Dec 2008

orbit position, and accurate co-registration is thus possible
without prior orthorectiﬁcation.
3
3.1

Image matching methods
Normalized cross-correlation

Matching of two images can be done using the image intensities directly in the normalized cross-correlation method
(NCC). The ﬁrst image is taken as the reference image, and
a sub-window of this image is searched for in the second image, or the search image. The cross-correlation surface CC is
given by

CC(i,j ) = 

k,l (s(i + k,j + l) − μs )(r(k,l) − μr )

2
k,l (s(i + k,j + l) − μs )



k,l (r(k,l) − μr )

(1)
2

where (i,j ) indicates the position in the search area, (k,l) the
position in the reference area, r the pixel value of the reference chip, s the pixel value of the search chip, μr the average
pixel value of the reference chip and μs the average pixel
value of the search chip. The peak of the cross-correlation
surface indicates the displacement between the images.
This method has been widely used for measuring the
displacement of both glaciers and rockglaciers (e.g., Kääb,
2002, 2005; Kaufmann and Ladstädter, 2003; Debella-Gilo
and Kääb, 2010).
3.2

Orientation correlation

The second matching method is based on the orientation correlation method (OC), which is developed by Fitch et al.
(2002). We conduct the matching in the frequency domain.
Matching in the frequency domain works with the image frequencies instead of working directly with the image intensities. Correlation and convolution are related operations, and
convolution in the spatial domain equals multiplication in the
Fourier domain (the convolution theorem) (McClelland et al.,
2003).
When using OC new orientation images are created from
the original images based on the image intensity differences
in both the horizontal x direction and in the vertical y direction. Central differences are used, except at the edges where
The Cryosphere, 4, 161–178, 2010

∂f (x,y)
∂f (x,y)
+i
)
∂x
∂y
∂g(x,y)
∂g(x,y)
+i
)
go (x,y) = sgn(
∂x
∂y

0
if |x| = 0
where sgn(x) = x
otherwise
|x|

fo (x,y) = sgn(

Larsen C North
MODIS
Landsat
17 Mar 2002 1345
5 Jan 2006 1355
28 Nov 2008 1345

forward and backward differences are used to maintain the
image size. Taking f as the image at time t = 1 and g as the
image at time t = 2, and choosing a complex representation,
the orientation images fo and go are created from
(2)
(3)
(4)

where sgn is the signum function and i is the complex imaginary unit. The new images fo and go are complex and hence
consist of one real and one imaginary part, where the intensity differences in the x direction represent the real matrix
and the intensity differences in the y direction represent the
imaginary matrix. The orientation images are divided into
matching windows before the matching is conducted. Such
windows should be small enough to avoid having different
displacements inside the same window, but large enough to
get a clear correlation maximum. In this study we use matching windows of 44×44 pixels (11 000 m) for the MODIS imagery and 350×350 pixels (5250 m) for the Landsat imagery.
The spacing between the matching windows is the same as
the size of the windows to give a densely populated grid with
non-overlapping, independent measurements. The correlation surface P (x,y) is then computed from


Fo (u,v)G∗o (u,v)

(5)
P (x,y) = IFFT 
Fo (u,v)G∗ (u,v)
o

where Fo (u,v) is the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the reference window from fo (x,y), G∗o (u,v) is the complex conjugate of the FFT of the search window from go (x,y) and IFFT
is the Inverse Fast Fourier Transform. The shift that is needed
to register the two matching windows is found from the position of the maximum of the correlation surface (P (x,y)max ).
Subpixel accuracy is obtained following the method of Argyriou and Vlachos (2007). Subpixel displacements in the
x direction dx and in the y direction dy are found using
P (xm + 1,ym ) − P (xm − 1,ym )
2(2P (xm ,ym ) − P (xm + 1,ym ) − P (xm − 1,ym ))
P (xm ,ym + 1) − P (xm ,ym − 1)
dy =
2(2P (xm ,ym ) − P (xm ,ym + 1) − P (xm ,ym − 1))

dx =

(6)
(7)

where P (xm ,ym ) is the maximum correlation value. This
means that a parabolic function is ﬁtted to the maximum
point and the two surrounding points. When dividing by the
amplitude in Eq. (5), only the phase of the FFT is kept. This
makes the correlation peak narrower and hence the subpixel
accuracy better.
When matching the Landsat images, the orientation images are low pass ﬁltered in the Fourier domain using a
Hamming-window based ﬁnite impulse response (FIR) ﬁlter.
www.the-cryosphere.net/4/161/2010/
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Table 2. Root mean square error (RMS) of displacement measurements obtained using frequency domain matching over stable
ground. The number of measurements is indicated by n.
Image pair
MODIS 2002–2006
MODIS 2006–2008
MODIS 2006–2009
MODIS 2002–2009
Landsat 2001–2006 South
Landsat 2006–2009 South
Landsat 2002–2006 North
Landsat 2006–2008 North

Fig. 2. Landsat 7 ETM+ pan image from 2006 path 216 row 108
used in this study that shows the regular cross-track data voids
caused by the failure of the Scan Line Corrector.

This is done to remove the high frequencies, and after this
ﬁltering the images can be matched using smaller matching
windows than before the ﬁltering is conducted. This implies
that the low frequencies contain the displacement information and that the high frequencies represent noise in this particular case.
Fourier domain methods have some constraints. Firstly,
displacements larger than half the window size cannot be
measured directly due to the quadrant ambiguity problem.
If larger displacements are expected, the images should be
aligned beforehand based on the expected displacement.
Secondly, the window sizes have generally to be larger than
if the matching is done in the spatial domain.
The clear advantages of frequency domain over spatial domain methods are that they can be fast if FFT is used, and
that they are not sensitive to image information which is constrained to few frequencies. In this study that fact turns out to
be particularly useful, because the Landsat 7 ETM+ images
from 2003 and onward have regular cross-track data voids,
i.e. voids with a very speciﬁc frequency (Fig. 2), after a failure of the Scan Line Corrector (SLC).
3.3

Locational accuracy

This section tries to quantify (i) the errors from coregistration and (ii) the errors in areas where no ground control is available.
To quantify the uncertainty of the matching methods,
matching points over stable ground are investigated. We
searched the shift measurements in both x and y direction
www.the-cryosphere.net/4/161/2010/

RMSx
m

RMSy
m

n

28.0
24.2
21.2
30.0
4.72
7.75
–
–

38.7
26.0
35.9
36.1
8.00
10.6
–
–

106
188
176
183
71
47
–
–

for trends. Only zeroth order trends (i.e. mean horizontal
shifts) are found to inﬂuence our level of accuracy, and these
translations are therefore subtracted from the measured pixel
shifts. The pixel shifts are in the order of meters for most of
the MODIS images. The only exception is the 2002 image
which is shifted 465 m relative to the others. For Landsat the
shifts range from 6 m to 55 m. The uncertainty of the matching methods is given by the root mean square error (RMS) of
the pixel shifts of stable ground, see Table 2. Note, that the
pixel location errors resulting from errors in the DEM used
for orthorectifying of the MODIS data are systematic in direction (cross-track; roughly east-west), but small (less than
0.2 pixels) and with a random sign from DEM elevations being both too high and too low.
The Landsat images over Larsen C North from Table 1 and
Fig. 1 cover not enough stable ground to detrend the data. Instead, images from the neighbour path 217 row 106 are used
to co-register the images. These neighbour images are taken
on 6 April 2002 and 11 January 2006. They overlap with
some of the same grounded, low-velocity ice shelf area as
the Larsen C North images. In addition they contain stable
ground so that they can be co-registered. These neighbour
images (i.e. path 217 row 106) are ﬁrst co-registered using
the stable ground present. Then, the ice velocities over the
grounded low-velocity area are found, and these velocities
are ﬁnally used to co-register the Larsen C North images applied in this study. Because the mean velocity is 12 m a−1
the error arising from assuming identical velocity in 2006–
2009 is considered small enough for this use. Matching of
another neighbour image pair, 3 February 2006 and 25 December 2008 from path 218 row 107, conﬁrmed the 2006–
2008 velocities from Larsen C North with a mean difference
of −1.9 m a−1 . The uncertainty is considered to be somewhat higher than for the Landsat images with stable ground
present in the images, and a maximum uncertainty of 15 m in
both x and y direction in both periods is assumed.
Outside the areas with stable ground, the attitude variations (variations in the roll, pitch and yaw) of the satellite
The Cryosphere, 4, 161–178, 2010
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may contribute to reduced accuracy. The potential for reduced accuracy can be analyzed based on the characteristics of the sensors. Sensors aboard MODIS and Landsat are
whiskbroom sensors that scan pixel by pixel unlike linear array pushbroom sensors. Data from whiskbroom systems are
therefore exposed to both along-track and cross-track geometrical distortions due to attitude variations. These errors
are not fully accounted for in the RMS of stable ground, because this RMS only comes from limited areas in the images.
Wolfe et al. (2002) estimate the geolocation accuracy for
MODIS to be 50 m. For Landsat the geolocation accuracy is
250 m and the image-to-image registration accuracy is 7.3 m
according to NASA (1996). Lee et al. (2004) conﬁrmed that
the image-to-image registration accuracy is within, and actually better, than the pre-launch requirement.
In the measured displacements over stable ground and over
the ice shelf, obvious matching outliers are removed manually. Because there is displacement variation over the ice
shelf, but not over the stable ground, it is possible that somewhat fewer of the mismatches are ﬁltered out over the ice
shelf compared to the stable ground. It is therefore possible
that the accuracy decreases slightly over the ice shelf. This
effect is, however, difﬁcult to quantify.
Mismatches could also be removed automatically using
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) because correct matches
have generally a stronger correlation peak compared to erroneous matches. In this study, a threshold of approximately RMS > 5 would have removed most of the erroneous
matches and left most of the correct matches. However, SNR
is not used in this test study because we wanted to have full
control over the selection process to avoid removal of any
correct matches.
Subsequently, we estimate the total uncertainty of our displacement measurements to be the root sum square (RSS)
of (i) the RMS of the matches on stable ground and (ii) the
above image-to-image registration accuracy. The RMS from
matching over stable ground and the registration accuracy are
then assumed to be independent. Since this image-to-image
registration accuracy is not known to us for MODIS we use
the total geolocation accuracy of 50 m for this sensor instead.
That way, our uncertainty estimate for MODIS resembles a
worst-case scenario. It is assumed that all the individual displacement matchings are dependent (n = 1), which is a second accuracy worst-case scenario.
A further algorithm test could have been performed by resampling the 15 m Landsat data to the 250 m MODIS resolution and comparing the matching results based on both resolution levels of the else identical images. This test was, however, not possible in our study due to the SLC off data voids
in the Landsat data that dominated any resampled product.
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Fig. 3. Average annual velocity between 2002 and 2006 measured
with orientation correlation on MODIS images. Blue and green colors indicate that these measurements are compared with Landsat
measurements. The underlying MODIS image of 2009 is preprocessed by Scambos et al. (2009).

4
4.1

Results for Larsen C
Orientation correlation

OC produces a densely populated network of correct matches
between the MODIS images from 2002 and 2006 (Fig. 3)
and in particular between the MODIS images from 2006 and
2009 (Fig. 4). Also the two images from 2002 and 2009,
nearly seven years apart, are correctly matched for most of
the ice shelf (Fig. 5). The ice ﬂows relatively slowly in the
inner parts of the ice shelf and accelerates as it approaches
the ice shelf edge to the east, as is to be expected. We found
highest velocities for the central to southern outer part of the
ice shelf, with velocities of approximately 700 m a−1 . The
directions of the ﬂow generally ﬁt the crevasse pattern and
the peninsulas.
The displacements derived from MODIS images for the
period 2002–2006 and the period 2006–2009 are summed
up and compared with displacements directly derived from
the MODIS images of 2002 and 2009. Only windows that
www.the-cryosphere.net/4/161/2010/
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Table 3. Average velocity and velocity difference measured from MODIS and Landsat images for 6 points in the Larsen C North section and
28 points in the Larsen C South section. The RMS of the average is also given.

MODIS
Landsat
MODIS – Landsat

Average velocity
1st period
south
m a−1

Average velocity
2nd period
south
m a−1

Average acceleration
2nd period–1st period
south
m a−1

Average velocity
1st period
north
m a−1

Average velocity
2nd period
north
m a−1

Average acceleration
2nd period–1st period
north
m a−1

430.2±177.9
445.6±157.4
−15.4±39.6

427.1±172.5
453.8±159.6
−26.7±40.1

−3.1±38.0
8.2±20.9
−11.3±44.4

383.7±22.9
370.8±20.1
13.0±20.5

425.8±39.1
397.9±30.0
27.9±33.5

42.0±21.3
27.1±14.5
14.9±22.7

Table 4. Uncertainty of the measured MODIS and Landsat displacements and accelerations. The root sum square (RSS) of the uncertainties
are also given and can be compared with the deviations given in the lower row of Table 3.

MODIS
Landsat
RSS

Uncertainty
1st period
south
m a−1

Uncertainty
2nd period
south
m a−1

Uncertainty
2nd period–1st period
south
m a−1

Uncertainty
1st period
north
m a−1

Uncertainty
2nd period
north
m a−1

Uncertainty
2nd period–1st period
north
m a−1

±18.1
±2.86
±18.3

±21.8
±4.96
±22.4

±28.3
±5.73
±28.9

±18.1
±6.01
±19.1

±21.1
±7.63
±22.4

±27.8
±9.71
±29.4

are correctly matched (from manual inspection) in all three
matchings are used for the multitemporal comparison. Over
the ice shelf the 7-year average displacement difference is
−36.3 m with an RMS of 149.6 m (n = 70). In the ﬂow direction the average displacement difference is −49.0 m with an
RMS of 183.8 m, and in the transverse direction it is 21.5 m
with an RMS of 141.4 m. Over stable ground the average
pixel shift is 33.5 m and the RMS is 44.9 m. The uncertainty
of this comparison, calculated using the RSS of the RMS
over stable ground (Table 2) and the image-to-image registration accuracy from literature, is ±117 m.
Velocity measurements on the Landsat images are mostly
restricted to the crevassed areas (Figs. 6 and 7). As for the
MODIS-derived data, the ﬂow directions obtained from the
repeat Landsat images ﬁt the crevasse pattern and ﬂow obstacles, and the velocity increases as the ice moves off the inland
boundary. The sections with the highest measured velocities
on the MODIS images are also covered by the Landsat images. The latter images also indicate velocities of approximately 700 m a−1 in this area.
In our procedure it is not possible to directly compare
Landsat-derived and MODIS-derived displacements on a
point-by-point base because we use different window sizes
for Landsat and MODIS, and match the Landsat data in their
original geometry, i.e. not geocoded and orthorectiﬁed, in order to avoid resampling artifacts. When comparing MODIS
and Landsat derived velocities, we ﬁrst select all MODIS
points which have velocity measurements from both periods
2002–2006 and 2006–2009. Then we do the same for the
Landsat points, and at last we select a subset of the Landsat
and MODIS points that are less than 11 km apart (the length
www.the-cryosphere.net/4/161/2010/

of the sides of one MODIS matching window). This results
in 6 MODIS points (see blue colored arrows in Fig. 3) in
the Larsen C North section and 28 MODIS points (see green
colored arrows in Fig. 3) in the Larsen C South section. For
every MODIS point the average of the Landsat points that
have this MODIS point as their closest neighbour is calculated. The average Landsat and MODIS derived velocity is
then compared. The results of the comparison can be seen in
Table 3 and the uncertainties of the results in Table 4. Landsat measures higher average velocities than MODIS in the
south, and lower average velocities in the north. In the south
the velocities were not signiﬁcantly different in the two periods, but in the north both sensors measured a velocity increase from the ﬁrst period to the second period. Due to particularly little longitudinal strain in this area the acceleration
observed is considered a real acceleration and not a result of
a longitudinal velocity gradient that would bias the results
from matching moving target features at stable matching geolocations. The RMS of the average velocities is highest in
the south. This reﬂects the fact that the southern section covers larger velocity gradients.
A difference in average annual velocity between the periods 2002–2006 and 2006–2009 is evident from the MODIS
images also for the remnants of Larsen B. The four points
measured on this ice shelf reveal a mean speed increase of
135 m a−1 with an RMS of 26.3 m a−1 . This is an increase
of approximately 30%. The uncertainty here is ±28.3 m a−1 .
Other velocity changes are not statistically signiﬁcant (i.e.
bigger than the uncertainties given in Table 4) from the
MODIS measurements.
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Fig. 4. Average annual velocity between 2006 and 2009 measured
with orientation correlation on MODIS images.

Fig. 5. Average annual velocity between 2002 and 2009 measured
with orientation correlation on MODIS images.

4.2

NCC gives correct matches even if the window size is decreased. On the MODIS images, window sizes of 15×15
pixels still give correct matches in areas with good contrast,
for example crevassed areas (Fig. 9). However, the RMS of
the measurements over stable ground increases quickly, and
when a window size of 15×15 pixels is chosen, the RMS is
as high as 75 m. Also this method measures an increase in velocity on the remnants of Larsen B from 2002–2006 to 2006–
2009. The velocity increase is 124.4 m a−1 with an RMS of
60.1 m a−1 (n = 11). The uncertainty of this comparison is
43.5 m a−1 .

Comparison between orientation correlation and
normalized cross-correlation

Normalized cross-correlation (NCC) does not produce such
a dense velocity ﬁeld as OC when the matching is conducted
in a regular grid using the same window size as used for OC
(44×44 pixels). This can be seen if comparing Fig. 4 showing the velocity ﬁeld created by the OC and Fig. 8 showing
the velocity ﬁeld created by NCC. These two velocity ﬁelds
are obtained by matching the same images with the same position and size of the matching windows. OC produces 332
correct velocity vectors out of 471 possible (70%), whereas
NCC produces only 129 correct vectors (27%). The RMS
of the NCC measurements over stable ground are similar to
the RMS of the OC measurements (27.8 m in the x direction
and 29.5 m in the y direction). The mean velocity difference for points on the ice shelf measured using both methods is 19.4±63.4 m a−1 (n = 75), OC measuring the higher
velocities on average. The mean velocity difference over stable ground is 15.1±6.9 m a−1 (n = 108), NCC measuring the
higher velocities on average. The uncertainty of the OC is
±21.8 m and the uncertainty of the NCC is ±21.5 m.
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4.3

Radiometric resolution

From autumn 2005 and onward, the MODIS images from
NSIDC are also available with the original MODIS 12 bit
radiometric resolution, in addition to 8 bit that are available
for all dates. Both frequency and spatial domain matching
methods are therefore tested on images with different radiometric resolution in order to assess matching differences between 12 bit images and 8 bit images. Matching with OC
and a window size of 44×44 pixels on the 12 bit images
from 5 January 2006 and 28 November 2008 produces 390
www.the-cryosphere.net/4/161/2010/
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Fig. 6. Average annual velocity between 2006 and 2008 measured
with orientation correlation on Landsat 7 ETM+ pan images from
path 216 row 107 over Larsen C North. Underlying Landsat image
of 2002.

Fig. 8. Average annual velocity between 2006 and 2009 measured
with normalized cross-correlation using a window size of 44×44
pixels (the same as used for the orientation correlation) on MODIS
images.

Fig. 7. Average annual velocity between 2006 and 2009 measured
with orientation correlation on Landsat 7 ETM+ pan images from
path 216 row 108 over Larsen C South. Underlying Landsat image
of 2002.

ing the 12 bit images. Matching with NCC and a window size
of 15×15 pixels at manually pre-selected points with good
visual contrast produces 322 correct matches on the 12 bit
images. When the matching is repeated at the exact same locations using the 8 bit images, 24 of these points (7.5%) do
not produce correct matches. Vice-versa, matching at manually pre-selected points using NCC on the 8 bit images gives
276 correct matches, and when the matching is repeated at
the same locations using the 12 bit images, 11 of the points
(4.0%) produce mismatches. The RMS of the measurements
over stable ground does not change when the 8 bit images are
used instead of the 12 bit images, presumably reﬂecting the
good contrast present over the stable areas.
4.4

correct matches, whereas the 8 bit images produce 346 correct matches using the same matching windows. This means
that the 8 bit images produce 11.3% fewer correct matches
than the 12 bit images. A total of 7 points are correctly
matched using the 8 bit images but not correctly matched uswww.the-cryosphere.net/4/161/2010/

Streamlines

Streamlines are hypothetical particle tracks interpolated from
a velocity ﬁeld under the assumption that the velocity ﬁeld
does not change over time (Kääb et al., 1998). Here, streamline starting points for time t (0) are selected manually and
the algorithm interpolates the velocity at these points. The
The Cryosphere, 4, 161–178, 2010
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Fig. 9. Average annual velocity between 2006 and 2009 measured
with normalized cross-correlation using a window size of 15×15
pixels on MODIS images.

particle position at time t (1) and further for times t (i +1) are
computed by adding the interpolated velocity vectors to the
particle position obtained from the previous iteration step.
Parameters are set for the number of velocity measurements
contributing to the interpolation. Thresholds are set for stopping streamline interpolation either when the velocity falls
below the above velocity RMS or for an insufﬁcient number
of velocity measurements around the interpolation location.
The result of the procedure is theoretical particle positions
at each time step, i.e. positions with a time marker. Due to
the assumption of temporal invariance of the velocity ﬁeld,
streamlines do not necessarily resemble real particle trajectories. Comparing computed streamlines to actual cumulative ﬂow features such as longitudinal ﬂowlines or crevasse
patterns is an additional accuracy check, but it can also be
used to indicate if and to what extent the assumption of a
steady-state velocity ﬁeld actually reﬂects reality. Lack of
coincidence between the streamlines interpolated from the
current velocity ﬁeld with ﬂow features reﬂecting past or cumulative ﬂow conditions hints to past changes in the ﬂow
ﬁeld. Streamlines can also, under the restriction that they do
The Cryosphere, 4, 161–178, 2010

not resemble real particle trajectories, be used for surface age
estimates.
Here, streamlines are calculated from the 2006–2009
MODIS displacement measurements. The travel time of an
ice particle under present-day ﬂow conditions, i.e. a kind of
relative age of ice within the Larsen C ice shelf is calculated
using inverse streamlines going from the ice shelf edge toward the approximate inland boundary and stopping under
above thresholds (not shown). The maximum travel time is
ranging from 450 years to 550 years for the central areas of
the ice shelf. Along-ﬂow streamlines starting at manual selected points around the inland boundary are also compared
to the ﬂowlines of the ice shelf (Figs. 10 and 11) to detect
possible changes in the ﬂow ﬁeld. Computed streamlines and
visible ﬂowlines are mostly well aligned, conﬁrming the high
accuracy of the velocities matched, and implying at the same
time that there has been no or little directional change in the
ice-shelf ﬂow over the last decades or few centuries. However, the four southernmost streamlines deviate signiﬁcantly
from the visible ﬂowlines. This could be caused by systematic errors in the measurements only if the systematic errors
were twice as large as the measurement uncertainty and localized to one region. The 2006–2009 velocity ﬁeld has the
best quality, but we also investigated the streamlines from the
2002–2006 and 2006–2008 velocity ﬁelds to see if the same
deviations are present. We found that they were, but the deviations were somewhat smaller. Hence, only systematic errors
in this particular part of the 2006 image could have caused
the deviations if it is not caused by a real change in ﬂow direction. A possible explanation for a change in ﬂow direction
is that one or more of the glaciers Lewis Glacier, Ahlmann
Glacier, Bills Gulch and Daspit Glacier have changed their
discharge and thus diverted the ice ﬂow from their neighbours. Alternatively, or in addition, it is also possible that
considerable changes in calving front position could impact
the ﬂow direction on the ice shelf. Closer investigation of this
effect would, however, require calving front positions many
tens or some hundreds of years back in time because the
ﬂow features observed to date might reﬂect such long time
span. During our observational period 2002–2009, the calving front position at the end of the southern streamlines in
question constantly advanced, whereas a large iceberg broke
off in front of the northern streamlines in late 2004. According to Skvarca (1994), who studied the calving front position
between 1975 and 1986–1989, two giant ice bergs calved off
in front of the southern and middle streamlines in 1986. Also
in front of the northern streamlines an ice berg broke off between 1975 and 1988.

5

Results for other ice shelves

In order to test the applicability and performance of the
presented method for monitoring ice shelves dynamics in
Antarctica in general, we also match MODIS images of other
www.the-cryosphere.net/4/161/2010/
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Fig. 10. Streamlines calculated from the 2006–2009 displacement measurements. Yellow dots are separated by 10 years of displacement and
blue dots by 100 years of displacement. Underlying MODIS image is from 2008 and is preprocessed by Scambos et al. (2009).

Table 5. MODIS images used for deriving velocities and velocity
changes for ten other ice shelves in Antarctica.
Ice shelf

Fig. 11. Zoom-in of streamlines calculated from the 2006–2009
displacement measurements. Yellow dots are separated by 10 years
of displacement and blue dots by 100 years of displacement. The
black lines mark the ﬂowlines.

ice shelves. The objective of this study step is to indicate for
what ice shelves or ice-shelf sections the method works and
to characterize the necessary ground conditions. Larsen C
exhibits comparably many ﬂow features, which makes the
matching successful. In addition, it is also comparably fast
ﬂowing, which favours detection of displacements at a statistically signiﬁcant level. Other ice shelves may be more
challenging in these respects.
Velocity ﬁelds for the ice shelves Ronne, Filchner, RiiserLarsen, Fimbul, Amery, West, Shackleton, Mertz, Ross and
Getz are derived. This is done for two different periods to
www.the-cryosphere.net/4/161/2010/

Ross West
Ross East
Getz
Ronne
Filchner
Riiser-Larsen
Fimbul
Amery
West
Shackleton
Mertz

Time 1

Time 2

Time 3

28 Dec 2001
6 Oct 2002
21 Jan 2003
3 Dec 2002
3 Dec 2002
19 Feb 2003
2 Mar 2003
20 Feb 2002
20 Jan 2003
26 Feb 2003
15 Mar 2002

5 Dec 2005
25 Oct 2005
1 Mar 2006
4 Oct 2006
23 Feb 2006
29 Jan 2006
1 Mar 2006
3 Mar 2006
16 Mar 2006
20 Feb 2006
11 Mar 2006

8 Dec 2008
27 Dec 2008
11 Feb 2009
13 Oct 2008
9 Mar 2009
14 Feb 2009
11 Mar 2009
19 Feb 2009
19 Mar 2009
23 Feb 2009
2 Mar 2009

also identify possible velocity changes. The images used are
listed in Table 5. Velocity ﬁelds are shown in Figs. 12 and
13. Displacement matches are generated for the entire images shown, but non-signiﬁcant displacements (i.e. displacements of the slow moving parts) are removed to improve the
readability and so are also clear mismatches as revealed by
manual inspection. The parts of the ice shelves not covered
by velocity arrows in the ﬁgures are hence not matched correctly or show no movement. Generally the method produces
densely populated velocity ﬁelds for all ice shelves. Gaps in
The Cryosphere, 4, 161–178, 2010
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Fig. 12. The velocity ﬁelds of four ice shelves in Antarctica derived from repeat MODIS images using orientation correlation. (a) Ross
(west),(b) Ross (east), (c) Ronne, (d) Filchner, (e) Fimbul. The arrow in the upper right corner indicate a velocity of 500 m a−1 . Note that
the scale of the arrow changes from subﬁgure to subﬁgure. The underlying images are preprocessed by Scambos et al. (2009).
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Fig. 13. The velocity ﬁelds of six ice shelves in Antarctica derived from repeat MODIS images using orientation correlation. (a) Getz (east),
(b) Amery, (c) Riiser-Larsen, (d) Mertz, (e) Shackleton, (f) West. The arrow in the upper right corner indicate a velocity of 500 m a−1 . Note
that the scale of the arrow changes from subﬁgure to subﬁgure. The underlying images are preprocessed by Scambos et al. (2009).
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the velocity ﬁelds appear mostly where too few radiometric contrast features are present. This is evident for parts of
the Fimbul (Fig. 12e), Getz (east) (Fig. 13a), Riiser-Larsen
(Fig. 13c) and Shackleton (Fig. 13e) ice shelves. For Ross
(east) (Fig. 12b) snow dunes seem to distract the matching
and thus cause mismatches, and for Filchner (Fig. 12d) there
are some clouds present in the images used. We also tried
to match the Wilkins and Sulzberger ice shelves, but most
parts of Wilkins had too little radiometric contrast and on
Sulzberger most of the velocities were too small to be significant with the level of uncertainty given by the method and
image type used. Mean and maximum velocity for the ice
shelves is given in Table 6.
Three ice-shelf sections experienced small accelerations
from the ﬁrst period to the second period. Drygalski ice
tongue northwest of Ross ice shelf (Fig. 12a) had a mean
speed increase of 34.8 m a−1 (5%). The uncertainty of
this comparison is ±32.4 m a−1 . The ice to the west of
the main ice stream of Shackleton ice shelf (Fig. 13e) increased in speed by 63.8 m a−1 (15%) with an uncertainty
of ±45.8 m a−1 . Mertz (Fig. 13d) increased its speed by
51.2 m a−1 (4%), with an uncertainty of ±42.1 m a−1 . Velocity measurements of Drygalski ice tongue from January
1990 to January 1992 (Frezzotti et al., 2000) are available
through the Antarctic Ice Velocity Data (VELMAP) project
of NSIDC (http://www.nsidc.org/data/velmap). They found
that the mean speed of the ice tongue was 719 m a−1 , but
also report that the difference between these measurements
and GPS measurements was ±70 m a−1 . This is comparable to the velocities measured in this study (647 m a−1 from
2001–2005 and 682 m a−1 from 2005–2008) because of the
large uncertainties.
The western part of the West ice shelf (Fig. 13f) decelerated from the ﬁrst period to the second. In the ﬁrst period
the mean speed was 762.1 m a−1 and in the second period
the mean velocity for the same points was 570.7 m a−1 . This
corresponds to a deceleration of approximately 25%. The
uncertainty of this comparison is 39.5 m a−1 . Matching using NCC on the MODIS images and also manual matching of
Landsat and ASTER images conﬁrmed the MODIS-derived
deceleration.
6

Discussion

The comparison between MODIS and Landsat derived velocities reveals that MODIS derived velocities are accurate
enough to derive velocities for ice shelves, even for a few
years of separation between the images. These velocities can
also be used to study dynamic changes. This is possible, in
spite of the large pixel size of 250×250 m, because the accuracy of the measurements is approximately 1/4 pixel using
orientation correlation.
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Table 6. Mean and maximum velocity for the ten other ice shelves
in Antarctica.
Ice shelf
Ross
Getz
Ronne
Filchner
Riiser-Larsen
Fimbul
Amery
West
Shackleton
Mertz

Mean velocity
m a−1

Maximum velocity
m a−1

580
420
660
780
760
450
400
460
850
1100

1100
1080
1420
1400
1230
770
1200
770
1790
1340

Both clouds, surface changes and lack of contrast can
hinder successful matching. For the MODIS matching on
Larsen C in the ﬁrst period 2002–2006 it is mostly surface
change between the two image acquisitions that hinders successful matching, but also lack of radiometric contrast. For
the MODIS matching in the second period 2006–2009, the
areas that are not correctly matched are mostly obscured by
clouds. Successful matching of Landsat images is mainly
hindered by the lack of radiometric contrast.
Average difference and RMS between the results when
summing up the MODIS measurements from 2002–2006 and
2006–2009, and comparing them to the MODIS measurements directly for 2002–2009, are larger over the ice shelf
and smaller over stable ground. The most important reason
for this is that the velocity measurements are repeated on
points with ﬁxed geolocation, i.e. points that do not follow
the ice movement (cf. remark on longitudinal strain in the
results section, subsection on orientation correlation). Thus,
longitudinal strain happening as the ice moves toward the ice
shelf front is not accounted for. Another reason for the larger
difference on the ice shelf is that it is easier to identify erroneous matches over stable ground than over the moving ice.
It is more difﬁcult to exclude mismatches from a nominally
varying velocity ﬁeld (ice shelf) than from a nominally constant one (stable ground). This is especially a problem where
there are few measurements in close vicinity, which is the
case for matching of the 2002 and 2009 images.
The difference in measured displacements between OC
and NCC probably arises because the two methods match
differently. The matching result will for instance be different
if there is one strong contrast feature in the image. NCC will
then match this feature, but OC is dependent on several features with different frequencies and with the same displacement.
Matching windows have to be chosen to be considerably
larger (in pixels) for the Landsat images compared to the
MODIS images in order to obtain successful matches. The
www.the-cryosphere.net/4/161/2010/
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main reason for that is due to the typical large wavelength
of contrast features on Larsen C such as crevasses. In the
case of window sizes smaller than this density, most moving window positions simply contain not enough radiometric contrast to enable successful matching. In addition, the
Landsat data have to be ﬁltered to remove high frequencies,
because the Landsat 7 ETM+ pan images contain detector
noise of several digital numbers (DN), much more than the
MODIS data, as can easily be explored over the vast lowcontrast areas on the images. This high noise level within the
15 m ETM+ pan data compared to the 250 m MODIS data is
a direct consequence of the much smaller instantaneous ﬁeld
of view and related weaker SNR in the detector. The high
noise level in the ETM+ pan data requires relatively larger
matching window sizes. It will be interesting to test how the
potential gain in matching performance from using less noisy
30 m multispectral ETM+ or TM data relates to the potential
loss in matching performance due to the reduced spatial resolution of 30 m in contrast to 15 m. In addition, using 30 m
data instead of 15 m ones would offer the possibility to applying Landsat TM5 data instead of the SLC off affected ETM+
data. Such recent TM5 data after 2003 are, though, not available for Larsen C.
Deriving velocities from MODIS and Landsat images are
both based on tracking of surface features, and are hence not
completely independent methods. If surface features change
their shape over the observational period in a way that introduces a systematic bias, this bias would affect the displacement measurements from both methods. Only a completely
independent method, which was not available to us, could
rigorously test the results.
Accuracy relative to pixel size is poorer for the Landsat 7 ETM+ pan images compared to the MODIS images.
This is mainly because the accuracy of the Landsat sensor
is poorer, and because of the above sensor noise, which requires low-pass ﬁltering. Low-pass ﬁltered images give a less
pronounced correlation peak, on which then the derivation of
subpixel accuracy has to rely on.
OC operated in the frequency domain is better suited for
image matching in this particular study. It produces more
correct matches than NCC operated in the spatial domain for
the MODIS images. It is capable of matching Landsat images that have regular data voids after the failure of the SLC
in 2003. OC is also faster than NCC. The clearest advantage of NCC against OC is that the size of the matching windows can be smaller, and thus more independent, i.e. nonoverlapping displacements can be measured. However, reduced window size leads, in turn, to reduced accuracy. When
matching low resolution images the best possible accuracy is
needed in order to obtain meaningful results. In other studies
where better spatial resolution of the velocity ﬁeld is needed
over best possible accuracy, NCC can be a better choice.
Images with 12 bit radiometric resolution are better suited
for image matching in this area than images with 8 bit radiometric resolution because they produce more correct matches
www.the-cryosphere.net/4/161/2010/
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using both OC and NCC. It is therefore possible that areas
that give no correct matches using 8 bit images can give correct matches if 12 bit images are used instead. However,
8 bit images give correct matches in most of the areas, and
unless measurements over a relatively featureless area are
needed, they produce satisfying results. Some points are even
matched with the 8 bit images that are not matched correctly
with the 12 bit images. These can be mismatches that are not
revealed by our selection procedure. However, the reduced
noise level in 8 bit images compared to 12 bit images from
the same sensor will also lead to more robust matches in 8 bit
data. In the ﬁgures, there seems to be a difference in the
effect of using 12 bit images instead of 8 bit images between
OC and NCC. However, this is just an apparent, not necessarily a real difference because NCC is matched on manually selected points in high-contrast areas, whereas OC is matched
in a regular grid where the contrast may also be low. NCC
matching in a regular grid with large window sizes gives too
few matches for the MODIS images applied in our study.
It is possible that creating a 12 bit radiometric resolution
image from the original 2002 MODIS data would have increased the number of MODIS matches in the ﬁrst period
due to more contrast. However, since the difference between
12 bit and 8 bit resolution turned out to be small, this is not
done.
Co-registering images before the matching procedure improves the results, both when it comes to the accuracy of
the measurements and the number of correct measurements.
This is particularly important for the Landsat images which
only have an absolute geolocation accuracy of 250 m, or
16.7 pixels (NASA, 1996). In order to get more correct
matches on the ice shelf, the images were sometimes also
aligned locally based on an assumed ﬁrst-order displacement
or a ﬁrst matching iteration.
In this study we only use forward tracking when we perform the matching. This means that a window from time 1
is searched for in the image from time 2 and not vice versa,
which would be called backward tracking. These two different methods can potentially give different results, especially
if the number of surface features is sparse. On Larsen C the
surface features are usually clustered, so that where there is
enough contrast to get a match, this is based on several surface features. In addition the displacement is very small compared to the window size, so that it is likely that both forward
tracking and backward tracking would be based on the same
surface features and thus give the same results.
The presented method works well on most parts of the ice
shelves investigated. The main factor that hinders successful
matching during cloud-free conditions is the lack of radiometric contrast features, mostly ﬂow features. Also snow
dunes can be a problem when they cover the ﬂow features
in one of the images. Because of the uncertainty of the displacement measurements, some ice shelves actually showed
velocities below the signiﬁcance level.
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Both Skvarca (1994) and Glasser et al. (2009) have conducted velocity measurements on Larsen C. Skvarca (1994)
found that the heavily crevassed area just north of Kenyon
Peninsula (see Fig. 1 for location) moved with velocities
ranging from 430 to 550 m a−1 between 1975 and 1986, the
velocities increasing as the ice moved seawards. In the same
area we ﬁnd velocities ranging from 410 to 630 m a−1 . Our
results are therefore consistent with previous results in this
area. Glasser et al. (2009) measured the velocities between
2002 and 2007 in a crevassed area close to the ice shelf edge
in the middle of the ice shelf by an unspeciﬁed method. They
measured a mean velocity of 640 m a−1 in this area. We measure velocities of 670 m a−1 in both periods, which is also
consistent with their measurements in this area.
The acceleration that is observed at Larsen B and southeast
of Churchill Peninsula can be put in context with the elevation decrease that Shepherd et al. (2003) measured between
1992 and 2001. The acceleration is found in the areas where
also the largest elevation decrease was found. It is therefore
likely that the acceleration can be attributed to the reduced
backstress that a thinning ice shelf causes. This has been observed earlier for tidewater glaciers on the Antarctic Peninsula (Pritchard and Vaughan, 2007). Large calving events in
front of the accelerating part could also explain the acceleration. Such calving events were searched for in the satellite
images, but only a calving event in late 2004 just south of the
accelerating area was found.
Glasser et al. (2009), who studied the surface structure of
the Larsen C ice shelf from features such as crevasses and
ﬂowlines, did not see any large changes in the surface structure of the ice shelf between 1963 and 2007, and concluded
that the ice shelf is stable. It is therefore likely that the acceleration seen so far in this northern part is too small to have
an impact on the visible surface structures. It is important to
keep in mind that Glasser et al. (2009) only looked at changes
from 1963 to 2007, whereas when we compare streamlines
and ﬂowlines we can possibly see changes from the last centuries, which is the time it takes for ice to ﬂow across the ice
shelf.
The most likely explanation for the deceleration of the
West ice shelf is that the ice shelf is already detached from
its contributing glaciers. The satellite images support this hypothesis because there is a intersection going across the ﬂow
direction in the inner part of the ice shelf where there are no
ﬂow features. However, the detached part is probably still
grounded and therefore not an iceberg.

7

Conclusions and outlook

We have demonstrated that repeat optical MODIS satellite
images are well suited for measuring and monitoring velocities on Antarctic ice shelves in spite of their low spatial resolution of 250 m. This is done by comparing velocities derived from MODIS images over the Larsen C ice shelf with
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velocities derived from Landsat 7 ETM+ pan images with a
spatial resolution of 15 m. The results agree well. For the period 2002–2006 the difference between MODIS and Landsat
derived velocities are −15.4 m a−1 and 13.0 m a−1 for two
sections on the ice shelf, and for the period 2006–2009 it is
−26.7 m a−1 and 27.9 m a−1 for the same sections. The uncertainties of the method are ±18.3 m a−1 and ±19.1 m a−1
for the ﬁrst period, and ±22.4 m a−1 and ±22.4 m a−1 for the
second period. Uncertainties are calculated as the RSS of the
RMS of the displacement measurements over stable ground
and the image-to-image registration accuracy from the literature.
It is possible to obtain better results from matching
MODIS images than obtained here. In this study we chose
MODIS images with small amount of clouds acquired as
close as possible in time to the Landsat images. Images with
less clouds and of better radiometric quality were available,
but then the time separation between the MODIS and the
Landsat images would have been larger. Short time separation between MODIS and Landsat images was considered to
be more important than maximizing the number of matches
for this validation study.
Both OC operating in the frequency domain and NCC operating in the spatial domain are tested for matching the images. OC is faster, gives more correct matches, and can
match images with regular noise because it is not sensitive to information restricted to few frequencies. The latter
makes it possible to match Landsat 7 images with striped
data voids after the failure of the SLC. NCC can match images with smaller matching window sizes than OC. However,
this reduces the accuracy of the measurements. In situations
where small window sizes are important, for example where
the velocity varies over short distances, NCC can produce
a higher resolution velocity ﬁeld, but the accuracy will then
be reduced. In this study both accuracy, number of correct
matches and insensitivity to information constrained to few
frequencies were important. Therefore OC produced the best
results both for MODIS and Landsat images. In total, we
achieved a sub-pixel accuracy of about 1/4 of a pixel for
matching displacements based on repeat MODIS data.
The remnants of Larsen B and one section in the north
of Larsen C accelerated from the 2002–2006 period to the
2006–2009 period. These areas also thinned between 1992
and 2001 (Shepherd et al., 2003), which can have reduced
the backstress and thereby caused the acceleration. However,
these changes have so far not changed the surface structure of
the ice shelf in a visually obvious way (Glasser et al., 2009).
From a deviation between calculated streamlines and ﬂowlines visible in the MODIS images of Larsen C we ﬁnd that
there is a possible change in discharge from one or more of
the glaciers Lewis Glacier, Ahlmann Glacier, Bills Gulch and
Daspit Glacier. The deviation between streemlines and ﬂowlines could also be caused by a considerable change in calving front position. For the rest of the ice shelf the streamlines
and ﬂowlines agree well, indicating stable ﬂow direction over
www.the-cryosphere.net/4/161/2010/
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the ice particle travel time. The same streamlines indicate a
travel time of the ice of the Larsen C ice shelf between the
inland boundary and the ice edge of up to about 450 to 550
years. We applied our method successfully to ten other ice
shelves around Antarctica and present an initial selection of
ice shelves that could be monitored that way, conﬁrming that
the method developed here is, indeed, capable for Antarctic
ice shelf velocity monitoring in general.
Our study opens for a new strategy that complements existing approaches, mainly based on SAR interferometry and
tracking, to monitor and better understand dynamics, calving
rates and stability of ice shelves around Antarctica. In addition to the MODIS data tested here, other low-resolution,
but large coverage and high repeat-rate sensors such as ESA’s
Envisat MERIS are available for this purpose.
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Abstract
Automatic matching of images from two diﬀerent times is a method that is often used to derive glacier surface velocity. Nearly
global repeat coverage of the Earth’s surface by optical satellite sensors now opens the possibility for global-scale mapping and
monitoring of glacier ﬂow with a number of applications in, for example, glacier physics, glacier-related climate change and
impact assessment, and glacier hazard management. The purpose of this study is to compare and evaluate diﬀerent existing image
matching methods for glacier ﬂow determination over large scales. The study compares six diﬀerent matching methods: normalized
cross-correlation (NCC), the phase correlation algorithm used in the COSI-Corr software, and four other Fourier methods with
diﬀerent normalizations. We compare the methods over ﬁve regions of the world with diﬀerent representative glacier characteristics:
Karakoram, the European Alps, Alaska, Pine Island (Antarctica) and southwest Greenland. Landsat images are chosen for matching
because they expand back to 1972, they cover large areas, and at the same time their spatial resolution is as good as 15 m for images
after 1999 (ETM+ pan). Cross-correlation on orientation images (CCF-O) outperforms the three similar Fourier methods, both in
areas with high and low visual contrast. NCC experiences problems in areas with low visual contrast, areas with thin clouds or
changing snow conditions between the images. CCF-O has problems on narrow outlet glaciers where small window sizes (about
16 pixels by 16 pixels or smaller) are needed, and it also obtains fewer correct matches than COSI-Corr in areas with low visual
contrast. COSI-Corr has problems on narrow outlet glaciers and it obtains fewer correct matches compared to CCF-O when thin
clouds cover the surface, or if one of the images contains snow dunes. In total, we consider CCF-O and COSI-Corr to be the two
most robust matching methods for global-scale mapping and monitoring of glacier velocities. If combining CCF-O with locally
adaptive template sizes and by ﬁltering the matching results automatically by comparing the displacement matrix to its low pass
ﬁltered version, the matching process can be automated to a large degree. This allows the derivation of glacier velocities with
minimal (but not without!) user interaction and hence also opens up the possibility of global-scale mapping and monitoring of
glacier ﬂow.
Keywords: image matching, optical imagery, glacier, Landsat, surface displacement, global

1. Introduction
Deriving surface velocity ﬁelds of glaciers, rockglaciers, ice
caps and ice shelves using optical satellite images is an eﬃcient method with low costs, which has been used since mid
1980s. When satellite images were ﬁrst used for this purpose, the matching was done by manually identifying corresponding objects and their displacement in images from diﬀerent times (Lucchitta and Ferguson, 1986). Bindschadler and
Scambos (1991) and Scambos et al. (1992) were the ﬁrst to
do this process automatically on glaciers. They used image
matching algorithms based on normalized cross-correlation and
the work of Bernstein (1983). After this ﬁrst demonstration,
diﬀerent image matching methods have been tested and applied in glaciological studies. This includes normalized crosscorrelation (e.g. Bindschadler et al., 1996; Rack et al., 1999;
∗ Corresponding

author
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Kääb, 2002; Berthier et al., 2003; Skvarca et al., 2003; Copland et al., 2009), cross-correlation operated in the Fourier domain (Rolstad et al., 1997), least squares matching (Kaufmann
and Ladstädter, 2003), phase correlation (Leprince et al., 2008;
Scherler et al., 2008; Quincey and Glasser, 2009) and orientation correlation (Haug et al., 2010) (ﬁrst author’s last name
meanwhile changed to Heid), developed by Fitch et al. (2002).
A large number of archived and upcoming optical satellite
image missions now make it possible to map and monitor glacier ﬂow on a nearly global scale. Deriving glacier displacements globally will give unique glaciological information. It
will make it possible to compare spatio-temporal variations of
glacier velocities both within regions (Kääb, 2005) and between
regions. Such knowledge will enable to better understand a
wide range of processes related to glacial mass ﬂuxes, such as
glacier response to climate and climatic changes, glacier physics and ﬂow modes, glacier ﬂow instabilities (e.g. surges),
subglacial processes (e.g. erosion), supra- and intra-glacial
mass transport, etc. Knowledge about glacier ice supply helps
2nd December 2011

to understand the development of glacial lakes and associated
hazards. Glacier velocities are also input into numerical glacier models. Mapping and monitoring glacier ﬂow globally perfectly complements current attempts for mapping and monitoring glacier areas and glacier volume changes on a global scale
(Zemp et al., 2009; Haeberli, 2004; Bishop et al., 2004; Raup
et al., 2007).
Studies based on matching of repeat glacier images have
so far mostly concentrated on obtaining the best results using one speciﬁc image matching method, and little work has
been done on comparing diﬀerent methods over glaciers. This
contrasts to the eﬀort done with comparing diﬀerent methods
in the more technical signal processing community using synthetic tests (Scharstein and Szeliski, 2002; Brown et al., 2003).
It is therefore a need to evaluate diﬀerent existing methods over
a globally representative set of glacier surface types in order to
recommend an optimal method or set of methods for precise,
accurate, robust and broadly applicable measurement of glacier
ﬂow over large scales from repeat optical satellite data. The
goal of this study is therefore to look into diﬀerent case studies
which together represent the challenges that are often met when
doing image matching in glacierized areas. The purpose of
the study is not to compare algorithms on the strictly technical
level, but to compare algorithms with global scale applications
as a focus. The ultimate goal of this study is to contribute the
methodological background for operational global-scale mapping and monitoring of glacier ﬂow from repeat optical satellite
images.
Here we compare six commonly used image matching algorithms over ﬁve glacierized areas spread around the world
and with diﬀerent characteristics, which are thought to be globally representative. The methods evaluated are (1) normalized cross-correlation operated in the spatial domain, (2) crosscorrelation operated in the frequency domain, (3) phase correlation operated in the frequency domain, (4) cross-correlation operated in the frequency domain on orientation images, (5) phase
correlation operated in the frequency domain on orientation images, and (6) the phase correlation algorithm used in the COSICorr software, explained below. Methods 2 to 5 are all based
on the same Fourier matching technique, but have diﬀerent normalizations. The matching method from COSI-Corr is also a
Fourier method, but in contrast to the other Fourier methods
evaluated here, the result is not transformed back to the spatial
domain for getting the correlation surface. Least squares matching is a method that is often used for image matching, in particular in photogrammetry. This method, however, requires initial
measurements from other matching methods and is only a way
to improve the accuracy. It is therefore not tested in this study.
The ﬁve glacierized study regions chosen are the Karakoram,
the European Alps, Alaska, Pine Island (Antarctica) and southwest Greenland (Figure 1). In addition, for a small section in
the Karakoram a method using adaptive window sizes is tested.
Given the scale of glaciers and glacial features considered in
this study on the one hand, and the availability and accessibility
of suitable data on a global scale on the other hand, we focus
here on applying medium resolution satellite imagery (ca. 30 m
to 15 m). It should however be noted that even low-resolution

Figure 1: Map showing the location of the ﬁve selected glacierized areas.

data can be used for deriving the ﬂow of very large glaciers
(typically Antarctica; (Haug et al., 2010)). On the other hand,
high-resolution data are able to provide glacier velocity ﬁelds
for selected sites (e.g. for validation) at very high density and
accuracy, but are not yet available and accessible for globalscale applications.
This study is not a complete study investigating all possible
image matching methods. There are both more possible matching methods and also more possible implementations of the
matching methods evaluated here. But this study evaluates the
traditionally and much used normalized cross-correlation and
also COSI-Corr that is more and more used. The study also
includes other Fourier matching methods that are often used in
image matching, and that have also been used in glaciological
studies with success.
2. Methods
2.1. Selecting satellite images and glacier regions
This study focuses on Landsat satellite images because one
image covers a large area (183 km by 170 km for ETM+,
185 km by 172 km for TM and 185 km by 185 km for MS),
and at the same time the spatial resolution for the panchromatic
band after 1999 is as good as 15 m. This makes them highly
suited for global measurements. The Landsat series extends
back to 1982 with 30 m spatial resolution and to 1972 with 68 m
by 83 m spatial resolution. This long time series makes it possible to study velocity changes. Landsat images are available
at no cost through the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS). Also
ASTER images have a spatial resolution of 15 m in the visible
and near-infrared spectrum, and are available at no cost for scientiﬁc users. However, one ASTER image covers a much smaller section of the Earth than one Landsat image does (60 km by
60 km), so that ASTER images are considered to be less easily used for global mapping of glacier velocities compared to
Landsat data. Landsat images have, however, subpixel noise
created by the attitude variations. Lee et al. (2004) found that
the the image-to-image registration accuracy was better than the
requirement of 7.3 m, and that the average was at about 5 m.
This noise is impossible to model because it is a whisk-broom
system, and therefore the accuracy of the matching reduces to
this level. For most glaciological studies this is an acceptable
accuracy because the glacier displacements over the time period
2

ence chip, s the pixel value of the search chip, μr the average
pixel value of the reference chip and μ s the average pixel value
of the search chip. The peak of the cross-correlation surface
indicates the displacement between the images. This crosscorrelation is normalized, which has two eﬀects. Firstly, images
with diﬀerent illumination conditions can be better compared,
and secondly, the correlation coeﬃcient from diﬀerent correlation attempts can be compared. Because this method operates
in the spatial domain (as a convolution operation), the computation is time-consuming compared to computations in the
frequency domain.
The NCC method is easily dominated by large diﬀerences in
the digital numbers. If large diﬀerences exist within the reference or the search template, large diﬀerences also have to exist
in the opposite window (i.e. the search or the reference template, respectively). We hypothesize that this is a major drawback with this method for glacier applications. Glacier areas
usually contain large diﬀerences in digital numbers, because
white snow and black rocks etc. are present. This would not be
a problem if these diﬀerences were present in both images and
also represented the displacement. However, it is common that
snow patches in one image disappears in the nest image, that
rocks move independently of the glacier movement by rolling
or sliding at the glacier surface. Situations where large intensity diﬀerences are not present in both images or where large intensity diﬀerences do not represent the displacement are hence
hypothesized to create erroneous matches for the NCC method.
Cross-correlation can also be computed in the frequency domain by multiplying the Fourier transform of one image and the
complex conjugated Fourier transform of the second image (the
convolution theorem) (McClellan et al., 2003). This procedure
is equivalent to computing the cross-correlation in the spatial
domain. However, the above normalization cannot easily be
transformed to the frequency domain. In the CCF method, only
the cross-correlation is computed, so that this method does not
normalize. This implies that diﬀerent illumination conditions
in the two images can lead to mismatches. Also, the method
can result in a wrong match if the illumination varies within the
section to be matched. In this approach the cross-correlation
surface CC is given by

that the glacier features are preserved by far exceed this noise
level.
Here we select images from Landsat 7 ETM+ before failure
of the Scan Line Corrector (SLC). This is because the striped
data voids that are present in Landsat images after SLC failure are special for Landsat images, and avoiding these stripes
makes our method comparison more valid for images from
other sensors. However, we also test selected methods on Landsat images after SLC failure to see how they perform in case of
such striped data voids. We use Level 1T images, which are
terrain-corrected using ground control points (GCPs) and digital elevation models (DEMs).
We choose a set of glacier regions and glaciers with diﬀerent
characteristics that we think are globally representative in terms
of glacier dimensions, topography, surface features, ﬂow rates,
climatic setting, etc. The European Alps (Landsat path 195 row
28) are chosen because the glaciers in this area are small valley
glaciers with high surface transformation due to intense summer melt. Karakoram (path 148 row 35) is chosen because
many of the glaciers in this area have a thick debris cover in
their lower parts. Alaska (path 63 row 18) is selected because
of the large mass ﬂux and the high velocities. Pine Island in
Antarctica (path 233 row 113) is selected because of the very
little visual contrast in this area, and because of the very large
glacier size. Southwest Greenland (path 9 row 11) is chosen
because the velocity diﬀerences between fast ice streams and
slower moving parts of the ice cap are very large, and because
the glaciers here contain very little debris. Table 1 gives an
overview of the images used.
2.2. Image matching methods
Six diﬀerent image matching methods are tested and evaluated: (1) normalized cross-correlation operated in the spatial
domain (hereafter referred to as NCC), (2) cross-correlation operated in the frequency domain using Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) (hereafter referred to as CCF), (3) phase correlation operated in the frequency domain using FFT (hereafter referred
to as PC), (4) cross-correlation operated in the frequency domain using FFT on orientation images (hereafter referred to as
CCF-O), (5) phase correlation operated in the frequency domain using FFT on orientation images (hereafter referred to as
PC-O), and (6) the phase correlation algorithm used in COSICorr (hereafter referred to as COSI-Corr). When computing
the cross-correlation it is assumed that the ﬁrst and second order statistics are constant (stationarity) and that the noise is random.
NCC is a matching method that is often used when studying
glacier velocities. This is much due to its simplicity. The ﬁrst
image is taken as the reference image, and a template out of this
image is searched for in the second image, or the search image.
The centered cross-correlation surface CC is given by

k,l (s(i + k, j + l) − μ s )(r(k, l) − μr )
CC(i, j) = 
(1)


2
2
k,l (s(i + k, j + l) − μ s )
k,l (r(k, l) − μr )

CC(i, j) = IFFT (F(u, v)G∗(u, v))

(2)

where F(u, v) is the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the matching window from the image at time t = 1, G(u, v) is the FFT
of the matching window from the image at time t = 2, ∗ denotes the complex conjugate and IFFT is the Inverse Fast Fourier Transform.
Since the CCF method does not contain any kind of normalization, it is hypothesized not to outperform other methods. But
by including this method, it is easier to evaluate the eﬀect of
diﬀerent normalizations.
A common way of approximating normalization in the Fourier domain is to consider only the phase information. By doing
this, diﬀerences in image intensity, which show up only in the

where (i, j) indicates the position in the search area, (k, l) the
position in the reference area, r the pixel value of the refer3

Table 1: Overview of the Landsat image pairs used.

Area

Path/Row

European Alps
Karakoram
Alaska
Pine Island
Greenland

195/28
148/35
63/18
233/113
9/11

Date
image t = 1
12 Aug 2000
16 Jun 2000
31 Aug 2000
13 Jan 2001
07 Jul 2001

Date
image t = 2
30 Jul 2001
21 Jul 2001
03 Sept 2001
15 Dec 2001
08 Aug 2001

ID
image t = 1
LE71950282000225EDC00
LE71480352000168SGS01
LE70630182000244AGS00
LE72331132001013EDC00
LE0090112001188EDC00

a length of one in non-uniform areas, the correlation is not effected by uniform areas. This is a desired property in glaciological research because uniform areas are common. We also
hypothesize this to be important when it comes to matching
striped Landsat images after the failure of the scan line corrector (SLC-oﬀ) because the stripes are ignored when using orientation correlation.

amplitudes, are ignored. In this PC method the CC is given by
⎞
⎛
⎜⎜⎜ Fo (u, v)G∗o(u, v) ⎟⎟⎟
⎟⎟ .
⎜


CC(i, j) = IFFT ⎜⎝ 
(3)
Fo (u, v)G∗o(u, v) ⎠
Also here, the peak of the cross-correlation surface indicates
the displacement.
In the PC method the phase diﬀerences at every frequency
contributes equally, and the dominant phase diﬀerence is taken
as the displacement (Brown, 1992). Noise limited to one or few
frequencies is therefore ignored, whereas noise spread across
all frequencies makes the location of the peak inaccurate, and
therefore also the ﬁnal displacement estimate inaccurate. This
is hypothesized to eﬀect the matching in both wanted and unwanted ways. Firstly, the method should be robust against different illumination between the images, because this eﬀect is
constrained to low frequencies (Brown, 1992). Secondly, it
should also be robust to large intensity diﬀerences that are hypothesized to create erroneous matches for the NCC method.
This is because snow patches and rolling/sliding rocks will be
constrained to a few frequencies and thereby ignored in the PC
method. Thirdly, this method can be hypothesized to experience problems in areas with deformation, because the phase
diﬀerences at the diﬀerent frequencies will not agree.
Fitch et al. (2002) developed a method called orientation correlation. Haug et al. (2010) showed that this method is well
suited for deriving ice shelf velocities. Taking f as the image
at time t = 1 and g as the image at time t = 2, the orientation
images fo and go are created from
∂ f (x, y)
∂ f (x, y)
+i
)
∂x
∂y
∂g(x, y)
∂g(x, y)
+i
)
go (x, y) = sgn(
∂x
∂y
0
if |x| = 0
where sgn(x) =
x
otherwise
|x|
fo (x, y) = sgn(

ID
image t = 2
LE71950282001211EDC00
LE71480352001202SGS00
LE70630182001246EDC00
LE72331132001349EDC00
LE70090112001220EDC00

When it comes to PC-O, two types of normalizations are actually included. Firstly, orientation images are already normalized, and then the amplitudes are removed, which is another
normalization. We hypothesize that it is unnecessary to use
two kinds of normalizations, and that this actually removes too
much of the original signal so that this method obtains less correct matches.
The last matching method that we test is the matching
method incorporated in the COSI-Corr software (Leprince
et al., 2007). Only the matching algorithm of COSI-Corr is
evaluated because the orthorectiﬁcation and coregistration parts
of COSI-Corr are not developed for Landsat and other whiskbroom systems. The matching method in COSI-Corr estimates
the phase diﬀerence in the Fourier domain as in the above PC,
but does not transform the images back to the spatial domain
to ﬁnd the maximum of the CC (Leprince et al., 2007). It also
uses a robust function to produce measurements, a method that
is less sensitive to outliers.
Matching windows in COSI-Corr are weighted by a bellshaped function to avoid edge eﬀects. The eﬀect of this is that
central parts of the window are given more weight in the matching than the outer parts of the window. The eﬀective size of the
matching windows in COSI-Corr are therefore smaller. This,
however, will depend on the visual contrast in the windows.
COSI-Corr also uses re-weighted least squares in the matching process, and this makes COSI-Corr less sensitive to outliers
within the windows. The pixels within the window hence have
to move coherently for COSI-Corr to get a correct match. We
therefore hypothesize that COSI-Corr can experience problems
in areas with much deformation.

(4)
(5)
(6)

where sgn is the signum function and i is the complex imaginary unit. The new images fo and go are complex and hence
consist of one real and one imaginary part, where the intensity diﬀerences in the x direction represent the real matrix and
the intensity diﬀerences in the y direction represent the imaginary matrix. These orientation images are then matched using
cross-correlation operated in the frequency domain (CCF-O)
and phase correlation (PC-O).
According to Fitch et al. (2002) orientation correlation is illumination invariant. Because the orientation vector (and hence
both orientation images) has zero value in uniform areas and

All of the frequency domain methods are hypothesized to
perform worse compared to the spatial domain method on small
window sizes. This follows from the Heisenberg’s uncertainty
principle. However, small window sizes may in some cases be
useful for measuring glacier displacements. This is especially
hypothesized to be the case for shear zones or where glaciers
ﬂow over obstacles, and for small glaciers where deformation
is important over much of the glacier areas.
4

2.3. Implementations

Table 2: Size of matching windows and thresholds for the deviation between
the raw matching result and the low pass ﬁltered matching result that are used
to ﬁlter the displacement ﬁelds in the diﬀerent glacierized areas.

How image matching methods perform highly depend on
how they are implemented. This section therefore explains how
the diﬀerent matching methods are implemented in this study.
For all of the methods except COSI-Corr, we determine the
subpixel displacement by ﬁtting orthogonal parabolic functions
to the correlation surface. Subpixel displacements in the x direction dx and in the y direction dy are found using
P(xm + 1, ym ) − P(xm − 1, ym )
2(2P(xm , ym ) − P(xm + 1, ym ) − P(xm − 1, ym ))
P(xm , ym + 1) − P(xm , ym − 1)
dy =
2(2P(xm , ym ) − P(xm , ym + 1) − P(xm , ym − 1))

dx =

Area
Karakoram
European Alps
Alaska
Pine Island
Greenland

Window size,
pixels
32
16
128 - 64
512 - 64
64

Filtering threshold,
m
± 45
± 45
± 300
± 150
± 100

(7)
sure that texture and not noise is matched, but small enough to
limit displacement gradients within the window.
For each of the ﬁve test areas we use a small but representative section of the Landsat images to ﬁnd the optimal image window sizes. Applying this selection procedure on entire Landsat
images would be very time consuming due to the image size
of about 15000 pixels by 17000 pixels. The size of the small
test sections used is 2000 pixels by 2000 pixels, which translates to 30 km by 30 km. Diﬀerent window sizes are tested on
this section to ﬁnd a window size that optimizes the matching
results. The matching result is considered to be optimized when
assumed correct matches are obtained over most of the glacierized areas, but without increasing the window size more than
necessary. This is to avoid much deformation in one window.
Because only window sizes of 2n may be used when images are
matched using Fourier methods, the choice of window size is
very limited for each site, and in practice usually without alternatives. The spacing between the matching windows is kept the
same as the matching windows themselves to get completely independent matches. The size of the matching windows is given
in Table 2. For Alaska and Pine Island, the images were ﬁrst
matched with large windows but with the wanted ﬁnal window
size as spacing between the windows, then aligned according
to the measured initial displacement so that every center pixel
has its own vector for aligning, and ﬁnally matched with smaller windows to produce the ﬁnal displacement ﬁeld. Therefore,
for the ﬁnal match every position has an a priori displacement.
For example for Alaska, the images were ﬁrst matched using
windows of 128 pixels but a spacing of 64 pixels, then aligned
for every matching using the displacement measured with the
128 pixel window and then matched again with the 64 pixels
window.
Because the six matching methods methods work diﬀerently,
we have to aim for implementations that make the methods
as comparable as possible. As mentioned in the above paragraph, frequency domain methods ﬁnd the displacements directly without iterating, whereas spatial domain methods require
iterations to locate the highest correlation. This is one fundamental diﬀerence that makes it impossible to design completely
identical implementation cases for all the matching methods.
Instead we have to make sure that the search area in the NCC
method allows for matches half the window size away to be
most like the frequency domain methods. Another important issue is that COSI-Corr weights the window using a bell-shaped
function making the eﬀective window size smaller, as men-

(8)

where P(xm , ym ) is the maximum correlation value. The parabolic function is therefore ﬁtted using the two nearest neighbours. Debella-Gilo and Kääb (2011) found that when using
NCC, this method for determining displacement at subpixel
precision performed worse compared to interpolating the image before the matching is conducted. However, for the size of
Landsat images, interpolating the images and matching using
bigger window sizes would be too computationally expensive
at the moment for large-scale applications. In the near future,
or using super-computers, it will be possible to use this method
instead.
When ﬁtting a parabolic curve to the correlation surface, it is
important that the correlation surface approximates a parabola
around the peak for the subpixel estimation to be as correct
as possible and thereby avoid aliasing. For NCC the images
should be oversampled by a factor of two before the matching to avoid aliasing, whereas for frequency domain methods
such an oversampling is not necessary. Oversampling by a
factor of two is diﬃcult to apply in the case of global glacier
matching because of the time consumption associated with both
the oversampling process and the matching of two times larger
windows in each direction. Biases associated with not oversampling images are usually on the order of 1/10th of a pixel
(Dvornychenko, 1983; Kim, 2011), and for Landsat images,
with considerable sensor noise, such biases are here not considered signiﬁcant.
In spatial domain matching, a small reference template is
cut out from the reference image (of time 1) and the most
similar template within a search window in the search image
(of time 2) is found. This procedure requires optimal adjustment of both the reference template size and the search window size (Debella-Gilo and Kääb, 2011, in review). In frequency domain matching, the displacement is found directly
without iteration as phase diﬀerence from multiplication of the
reference template (of time 1) and the search template (of time
2). This procedure requires that the displaced terrain section is
well contained both in the reference and search template. Also,
in frequency domain matching the displacement cannot be larger than half the window size in each direction for the methods
to work correctly. In sum, both spatial and frequency domain
matching need selection of optimal window sizes (i.e. reference and search templates and windows; here summarized as
the term window). The windows should be big enough to en5

glaciers ﬂow in diﬀerent directions within the same scene. Filtering by the length of the displacement vectors is possible, but
this requires that the user ﬁrst identiﬁes a maximum velocity.
This maximum velocity has to be set for every of the ﬁve glacierized areas because both the displacements and the window
sizes change from test study to test study. This ﬁltering method
will only remove some of the erroneous matches. Signal-tonoise ratio (SNR) and correlation coeﬃcient make it possible
to ﬁlter depending on the quality of the match. However, the
values of SNR and correlation coeﬃcient also vary depending
on the matching method. These ﬁltering methods will therefore
not be independent of the matching methods, and we therefore
consider them to be inappropriate for this study.
Following basic glacier physics, in particular stress transfer,
we choose to ﬁlter the obtained vectors depending on the neighbouring vectors, so that vectors are assumed correct if they
agree to a certain extent with their neighbouring vectors. First,
all vectors outside glacierized areas are removed manually or
using digital glacier outlines. Then the assumed real maximum
displacement is found by manually investigating the vectors.
All vectors larger than the assumed real maximum displacement are removed. Using only the remaining vectors, the displacement ﬁeld in both x and y direction is ﬁltered using a 3 by
3 mean low-pass ﬁlter. Individual original vectors that deviate
more than a certain threshold from this low-pass ﬁltered displacement ﬁeld are removed. The threshold varies between the
ﬁve diﬀerent areas depending on the displacement variations
within the areas. Table 2 lists the diﬀerent thresholds. Figure 2
shows the unﬁltered displacement ﬁeld and Figure 3 shows the
automatically ﬁltered displacement ﬁeld for Karakoram. Some
manual editing is still needed in the end to remove erroneous
vectors without neighbours and clusters of erroneous matches
of the same size in both x and y direction. The ﬁnal overview
of how many assumed correct matches are produced by the different matching methods is therefore not only a result of the
matching methods used, but also, to some extent, a result of the
ﬁltering methods used. But by selecting a ﬁltering method that
is independent of the matching method used, we assume that
the ﬁltering method has the same eﬀect on all the displacement
ﬁelds.
Also a median low-pass ﬁlter could have been used to ﬁlter
erroneous matches. A mean ﬁlter takes better care of areas with
velocity gradients, but also removes some correct matches in
the outer areas of patches with correct matches. A median ﬁlter
tends to remove more of the erroneous matches than a mean
ﬁlter does.
It should be noted that we believe that, in order to receive
glaciologically sound and useful glacier displacements, the
automatic results should undergo in any case an expert check
and, potentially, editing, as is for instance well acknowledged
and good practice in multispectral glacier mapping Paul et al.
(2009). Thus, the aim of displacement ﬁlters becomes to support the analyst to remove as much as possible obvious errors to
let focus on details that require glaciological expert judgment.
For instance, gradients in glacier velocities are very diﬀerent
from area to area due to the large variety of glaciers, so by
manually tuning the ﬁltering, raw displacement ﬁelds might be

tioned before. However, in areas with low visual contrast in particular, it is clear that also COSI-Corr can get matches from the
outer parts of the window. We therefore decide to use the same
matching windows for COSI-Corr as we use for the other methods. However, this should be kept in mind especially when it
comes to the accuracy of the matching methods, because larger
matching windows normally give higher accuracy. This topic
will be discussed in the Discussion section.
We compare the image matching methods based on two criteria: 1) their accuracy and 2) their ability to obtain correct
matches for each of the ﬁve glacier areas. The ﬁrst criterion,
the accuracy of the diﬀerent matching methods, is evaluated
based on the root mean square error (RMSE) of the assumed
correct matches over a section containing stable ground in the
Landsat image over the European Alps (path 195 row 28) with a
window size of 16 pixels by 16 pixels. The size of the section is
14 km by 14 km and the number of possible correct matches is
3481. The window size used for the accuracy evaluation is the
smallest window size that is used when matching the diﬀerent
areas, and will therefore represent a worst case matching accuracy. Since the accuracy is down to fractions of a pixel, also
attitude variations and accompanying pixel geolocation errors
of the Landsat sensor, and erroneous topographic corrections
may inﬂuence the RMSE. To test the RMSE of images without
geometric distortion between the two images we also generate
a synthetic image over the Alaska site (path 63 row 18). To the
original image we apply scaling and ﬁrst and second order analytical displacements ranging from 0 m to 200 m, and match it
to the original image without distortions to see how the accuracy is inﬂuenced by deformation. We also introduce modelled
systematic radiometric noise. The noise model used is among
others common in least squares matching, where systematic radiometric diﬀerences are accounted for by gain (λ) and oﬀset
(η). Here, the digital numbers F(x, y) at time t = 1 are given by
F(x, y) = G(x , y )λ + η + e

(9)

where G(x , y ) is the digital numbers at time t = 2 over the
same area and e is random noise. In this study we generate λ
and η randomly for windows of 10 pixels by 10 pixels. λ has a
mean of 1 and a standard deviation of 0.3, whereas η has a mean
of 0 and a standard deviation of 8. The synthetic image and
the original image are matched using window sizes of 32 pixels
by 32 pixels. Because the focus of this study is global image
matching of glacierized areas using Landsat images, the accuracy cannot be better than the whisk-broom sensor noise, since
this noise cannot be modelled. The second criterion, the ability to obtain correct matches for each of the ﬁve glacier areas,
is evaluated by ﬁltering the raw image matching results in the
glacierized area to remove erroneous matches. Then, the percentage of correct matches for each matching method for each
area is calculated.
The ﬁltering method to ﬁlter erroneous matches over the glacierized area should require little user interaction. The large
number of displacement vectors makes it too time consuming
to ﬁlter the results completely manually. A directional ﬁlter
is useless in most cases over large scales because the multiple
6
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Figure 2: The unﬁltered displacement ﬁeld for Karakoram using CCF-O. Underlying image is from 21 July 2001.

better ﬁltered. To ﬁlter the displacements based, for instance,
on the assumption that glaciers ﬂow downslope is considered to
be impossible globally, because the required accurate elevation
models are not available in all glacierized areas, and because of
physical reasons where this assumption does not simply hold,
such as in conﬂuence areas or for supraglacial ice topography.

3. Case studies
Table 3 shows the percentage of assumed correct matches
over glacierized areas for the diﬀerent matching methods. The
results vary both from method to method and from area to
area. Generally, COSI-Corr obtains the highest percentage of
assumed correct matches, whereas NCC and PC-O obtain the
lowest. Alaska is the area which obtains the highest percentage
of assumed correct matches, whereas Pine Island obtains the
lowest percentage of assumed correct matches.
3.1. Stable ground and synthetic displacements
The RMSE of the matching measurements in both x and y
directions over stable ground in the European Alps is given in
Table 4. The results are comparable and better than 1/10 of a
pixel for NCC, PC and PC-O. CCF and CCF-O perform slightly
worse, but still close to 1/10 of a pixel. The matching method
from COSI-Corr has the highest RMSE with about 1/4 pixel.
Due to several small clouds in the Landsat scene from 2001 the
number of erroneous matches is relatively high. NCC and CCF
have more erroneous matches than the other matching methods.
The results of the synthetic displacement test is given in
Table 5. COSI-Corr obtains the best results and NCC the worst
results both when it comes to average error and RMSE. CCF
has the highest number of mismatches.

It would be very beneﬁcial to compare our velocity measurements to velocity measurements obtained using completely
independent methods. However, due to the variability of glacier ﬂow, this is a very diﬃcult task. Glacier ﬂow may vary
signiﬁcantly on daily, seasonal and yearly scales. To be able to
compare velocities obtained using diﬀerent sources it is therefore important that the periods overlap completely. Very few
studies have compared velocities derived using optical remote
sensing with other methods, and in most of the cases the time
periods have not been overlapping. With the global focus of
this study it was not possible to compare the velocities with
data from independent sources. This is only possible for speciﬁc points on a limited number of glaciers where continuous
ﬁeld measurements are available.
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Figure 3: The automatically ﬁltered displacement ﬁeld for Karakoram using CCF-O. Underlying image is from 21 July 2001.

Table 3: Percentage of assumed correct matches over glacierized areas for the diﬀerent matching methods. Maxima by region is bold, maxima by method is italics.

Area
Karakoram
European Alps
Alaska
Pine Island
Greenland

NCC
46 %
49 %
76 %
16 %
14 %

CCF
59 %
56 %
86 %
18 %
25 %

PC
56 %
51 %
83 %
17 %
22 %

CCF-O
61 %
57 %
87 %
17 %
23 %

PC-O
54 %
48 %
73 %
11 %
17 %

COSI-Corr
67 %
67 %
91 %
13 %
30 %

n
21950
5476
13393
28822
23790

3.2. Karakoram
Figure 4 shows the displacement measurements from CCF
in Karakoram. The diﬀerence between this matching method
and CCF-O (shown in Figure 3) is striking. CCF-O obtains assumed correct measurements over most of the glacierized areas,
whereas CCF has problems revealing that the fast valley glaciers have moved over the time period. This means that instead
of matching the moving glacier features, it matches the stationary patterns that do not move while the glaciers ﬂow. The displacement ﬁeld created by CCF is therefore very coherent, but
wrong. However, in the upper and slower moving parts of the
glaciers, the performance of the two methods is similar.
The performance of NCC is comparable to the performance
of CCF-O on the lower parts of the glaciers where the visual
contrast is good (not shown). However, as can be seen in Table
3, NCC produces fewer correct matches compared to the CCF-

Table 4: RMSE of the matching measurements for the 6 diﬀerent matching
methods over stable ground in the European Alps.

Matching method
NCC
CCF
PC
CCF-O
PC-O
COSI-Corr

σx ,
m
1.2
1.5
1.0
1.4
1.1
2.9

σy ,
m
1.2
1.7
1.2
1.7
1.4
3.9

n
2917
3128
3271
3288
3252
3260
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Table 5: Average and RMSE between derived displacements and actual displacements in a synthetic test.

NCC
CCF
PC
CCF-O
PC-O
COSI-Corr

Average
x-direction
m
0.0
0.7
1.4
1.3
1.1
0.1

Average
y-direction
m
-4.9
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

RMSE
x-direction
m
7.4
5.2
4.5
3.3
4.5
0.9

RMSE
y-direction
m
5.6
3.8
3.8
2.3
3.7
0.8

Number of
mismatches
5
46
4
0
1
0

However, maximum displacement in both x and y direction is
less than half the window size, 120 m.
Since we know that the eﬀective window size for COSI-Corr
is less than the actual window size, we also try to match the images from the European Alps using COSI-Corr and a window
size of 32 pixels by 32 pixels (Figure 5, right). NCC still performs better using a window size of 16 pixels by 16 pixels than
COSI-Corr does using window sizes of 32 pixels by 32 pixels.

O over all. This is mainly because NCC produces fewer correct
matches above the snowline where the visual contrast is poor.
PC performs similarly to CCF, which means that it does not
capture the velocity of the fast valley glaciers. Instead of matching the moving glacier features also this method matches the
stationary patterns. The other glacierized parts are, however,
well matched. The number of correct matches in total is, however, lower compared to CCF. PC-O manages, like CCF-O, to
capture the displacement both of the fast valley glaciers and of
the glacierized area with poor visual contrast, but the number
of correct matches is lower for PC-O compared to CCF-O.
COSI-Corr performs similarly to CCF-O on the glacier
tongues, which have good visual contrast, but above the snowline COSI-Corr obtains a higher number of assumed correct
matches than CCF-O. Therefore, the percentage of assumed
correct matches for COSI-Corr is higher than the percentage
of assumed correct matches for CCF-O.
The sections with highest glacier speeds in the part of the
Karakoram studied here show displacements of up to about
150 m over the 13 months investigated (138 m/a). Not only the
largest glaciers in the area turn out to be fast ﬂowing, but also
some of the smaller ones. Since this is an area that is known to
include surging glaciers (Hewitt, 1969; Copland et al., 2009),
it is likely that these small but fast moving glaciers are in an
active phase of a surge cycle. The pattern of speed variation derived here for Baltoro Glacier ﬁts well with the pattern derived
by Quincey et al. (2009) for the period 2003-2008.

3.4. Alaska
In this region, NCC experiences trouble not just with areas
with poor visual contrast, but also with thin clouds and snow
in crevasses. Figure 6 shows the displacements measured using NCC and Figure 7 show the displacements measured using
CCF-O. In the 2001 image there is a thin cloud covering parts
of Malaspina Glacier (see Figure 6 for location). CCF-O and to
some extent also COSI-Corr manage to match this area in spite
of the thin cloud, whereas NCC does not succeed. At Bering
Glacier (see Figure 6 for location) some of the crevasses are
ﬁlled up with snow in the 2000 image but not in the 2001 image. This also causes the NCC method to fail, whereas CCF-O
and COSI-Corr succeed.
CCF-O performs better than the three similar Fourier methods also in this area. It both captures the displacement of the
outlet glaciers better than the other methods and obtains more
correct matches above the snowline.
The most striking velocity feature in this area is the fact
that the speed of Bering Glacier is much smaller compared
to the speed of Malaspina Glacier (maximum displacement of
about 200 m for Bering versus 800 m for Malaspina over the 12
months studied), even though their sizes are comparable. These
two glaciers are both known to surge (Post, 1969; Lingle et al.,
1997), and they are clearly in diﬀerent modes during our study
period.

3.3. European Alps
NCC is the only matching method to match most of the area
below the snowline of the glaciers in this region (Figure 5, left).
COSI-Corr creates fewer assumed correct matches below the
snowline, but above the snowline, where the visual contrast is
poor, COSI-Corr creates more assumed correct matches than
NCC. When it comes to the number of assumed correct matches
in total, COSI-Corr outperforms both NCC and the other four
matching methods. This is because of its superior performance
in the areas with low visual contrast. CCF-O obtains more correct matches than the three other similar Fourier methods.
The displacement ﬁeld in the European Alps needs more
manual editing than the displacement ﬁelds in Karakoram because the matching methods produce fewer correct matches.
Aletsch Glacier (see Figure 5 for location) is the fastest glacier
in this area, moving up to 150 m over the 11.5 months studied.

3.5. Pine Island
Since the displacement of the front of Pine Island Glacier is
close to 3000 m over this time period (approximately 1 year),
large window sizes are needed in this area in order to capture
the movement. The ice stream itself is therefore matched with
a window size of 512 pixels, aligned depending on the measured displacements, and matched again using a window size of
64 pixels. The area outside of the ice stream is matched using
a window size of 64 pixels since the movement here is much
smaller.
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Figure 4: Displacements measured using CCF in Karakoram. Underlying image is from 21 July 2001.

placement than the smaller window size, as can be seen in the
ﬁgure as arrows pointing upglacier. The diﬀerence between the
methods is in the most extreme cases more than 400 m. This indicates that there is a strong velocity gradient in this area. In the
middle of the ice stream the two window sizes perform much
more similarly, indicating small velocity gradients in this area.
Joughin et al. (2003) have studied the velocity of Pine Island
Glacier using InSAR, and also they found maximum velocities
of about 3000 m/a.

All six of the methods manage to match Pine Island Glacier
relatively well (not shown). This is an area with many crevasses
that makes it easy to match. The parts surrounding Pine Island
Glacier, however, lack visual contrast and are hence more difﬁcult to match. This is the reason for the low percentage of
correct matches in this area. The performance of the diﬀerent
matching methods is relatively similar.
CCF obtains the highest percentage of assumed correct
matches in this area according to Table 3. However, many
of these matches come from the slow ﬂowing area surrounding Pine Island Glacier. On the ice stream itself, this method
obtains fewer correct matches compared to the other methods.
Because CCF measures smaller displacements over parts of the
slow ﬂowing area compared to other methods, we strongly suspect that many of the assumed correct matches are actually incorrect because the method does not normalize. It is therefore
possible that instead of capturing small displacements it captures stagnant features. It is however diﬃcult to quantify this
eﬀect and ﬁlter the measurements correctly because of the similar magnitudes.

3.6. Greenland
Also in our Greenland case study, the percentage of assumed
correct matches is relatively low because a large section of the
images contain areas above the snowline and hence has poor
visual contrast. As can be seen in Figure 9, COSI-Corr resolves
the velocity diﬀerences between the fast ﬂowing ice streams
and the slower ﬂowing parts of the ice cap better than CCFO (Figure 10). COSI-Corr also has the highest percentage of
assumed correct matches in total.
CCF obtains a high percentage of assumed correct matches
compared to the three other similar Fourier methods also here,
but many of these matches stem from the slower ﬂowing parts
above the snowline. Many of these matches are therefore, as for
the areas surrounding Pine Island Glacier, probably incorrect.

The diﬀerent window sizes that are used in the matching over
Pine Island Glacier make it possible to investigate the diﬀerence in the displacements derived (Figure 8). At the margins of
the ice stream, the largest window size measures a larger dis10

Figure 5: Displacements for a section in the European Alps measured using NCC with window sizes of 16 pixels by 16 pixels (left) and COSI-Corr with window
sizes of 32 pixels by 32 pixels (right). Underlying image is from 30 July 2001.

We also match the Karakoram images with CCF-O and
COSI-Corr using Landsat band 4 (near infrared) which has a
spatial resolution of 30 m. This is both to test how the performance is on Landsat images obtained before 1999, which are only
available with 30 m spatial resolution, and also to test how the
higher noise level in the panchromatic band with 15 m spatial
resolution Haug et al. (2010) inﬂuences the results. Using a
window size of 16 pixels, compared to 32 pixels for the panchromatic images with 15 m spatial resolution, it is possible to
obtain matches using windows covering the same ground sections. The matches are compared based on the diﬀerence in
displacement between the assumed correct matches using 15 m
and the displacement obtained for the same ground section using images with 30 m spatial resolution. Assuming an uncertainty using CCF-O of about 1/9 of a pixel, as Table 4 indicates,
and statistically completely dependent matches (n = 1) , the
two methods are assumed to measure the same displacement if
the displacement diﬀerence is within ± 5 m (Figure 12). A total
of 59 % of the matches (n=13438) are within this range. Extending this threshold to ± 10 m (2σ), 75 % of the matches are
within this range. For COSI-Corr the accuracy is about 1/3 of a
pixel, therefore the methods are assumed to measure the same
displacement if the displacement diﬀerence is within ± 15 m. A
total of 57 % of the matches (n=14765) are within this range,
and 70 % are within the 2σ range.
Debella-Gilo and Kääb (2011) present displacements for
Baltoro Glacier in Karakoram (see Figure 2 for location) using the same images as we use in the current study. They obtain the displacements using normalized cross-correlation and
adaptive matching window sizes based on the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) of the digital numbers in the image and the crosscorrelation coeﬃcient. The SNR of the digital numbers is the
variance of the signal divided by the noise variance. This means
that the window sizes are varying over the image based on the
level of noise in the images and the maximum correlation coef-

Obtaining cloud free images in this area was diﬃcult, and in
the image from 8 August 2001 a cloud is covering large parts of
Jakobshavn Glacier (see Figure 9 for location). Therefore, this
area lacks correct matches.
In some areas it is diﬃcult to identify the ice streams in the
Greenland images visually before the matching is conducted.
There are large velocity variations over short distances, and
velocity measurements are necessary to separate fast ﬂowing
areas from more stagnant areas. Maximum displacement over
the one month period is about 350 m. The pattern of speed variation ﬁts well with the pattern derived by Joughin et al. (2010)
using InSAR.
3.7. Other tests: SLC-oﬀ images, 15 m vs. 30 m resolution, adaptive windows
To test how the three methods NCC, CCF-O and COSI-Corr
perform on striped Landsat images from 31 May 2003 and onwards after a failure of the Scan Line Corrector (SLC-oﬀ), two
images covering Larsen B, Antarctic Peninsula, are chosen.
The images are from path 217 row 106, taken on 8 January
2005 and 11 January 2006. Figure 11 shows the matching result
using windows of 64 pixels by 64 pixels for a 43 km by 43 km
section covering both an area with stripes and an area without
stripes. Both NCC and COSI-Corr fail in the striped area,
whereas CCF-O ignores the stripes and obtains correct matches.
The striped area contains strong visual contrast features like a
crevassed glacier and several nunataks, so all methods are expected to perform well in this area if the images lacked stripes.
In addition, COSI-Corr obtains very few correct matches outside the striped area, whereas NCC and CCF-O return approximately the same number of assumed correct matches. This area
has some surface transformation because the 2005 image contains many small-scale snow dunes that are not present in the
2006 image. Also several melt ponds are present in the 2006
image but not in the 2005 image.
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Figure 6: Displacements in Alaska measured using NCC. Underlying image is from 31 August 2000.

ﬁcients for each location. If the SNR is lower than a given
threshold even at maximum window sizes, the method does not
match. Hence, ﬁltering is performed automatically before the
matching is conducted. Comparing the results from the adaptive matching and COSI-Corr reveals that 89 % of the matches
(n = 640) agree within ± 15 m. For CCF-O and the adaptive
method 90 % agree within ± 15 m (n=617). Mean size of the
reference image for all the matchings is 29 pixels by 29 pixels.
All of the matches that do not agree within 15 m are situated
at the glacier margins or on the small tributaries to Baltoro.
For almost all of these cases, the adaptive method measures
higher velocities than the two other methods, due to less susceptibility to velocity gradients. In total, CCF-O and COSICorr give a higher number of assumed correct matches than the
adaptive method does. CCF-O returns 1124 assumed correct
matches, COSI-Corr 1175 assumed correct matches and the adaptive method 701 assumed correct matches in this area. The
lower number for the adaptive method is mainly because it is,
here, based on the NCC and returns hence fewer matches in the
areas with low visual contrast (cf. above for NCC).

4. Discussion
Matching methods with high RMSE values over stable
ground are in general considered to be less accurate than matching methods with low RMSE values. However, since the accuracy is down to fractions of a pixel, also attitude variations and
accompanying pixel geolocation errors of the Landsat sensor,
and erroneous topographic corrections inﬂuence the RMSE in
the nonsynthetic case. The higher RMSE of COSI-Corr in
the nonsynthetic case can both be because COSI-Corr captures
the geolocation errors and because the eﬀective window size is
smaller. The small RMSE of COSI-Corr in the synthetic case
suggests that COSI-Corr is the most accurate matching method,
but that geolocation errors increase the RMSE of this method
in the nonsynthetic case. The RMSE of NCC is higher than for
CCF-O and COSI-Corr in the synthetic displacement case. This
is because NCC is easily dominated by large diﬀerences in digital numbers, and can therefore match features away from the
center of the window. Large deformations can therefore make
the measurements less accurate. It is clear that both CCF-O
and COSI-Corr obtain higher accuracies than what is possible
to get using Landsat images due to the sensor noise. Therefore,
the sub-pixel level accuracies of these methods are dominated
by the sensor noise and not the accuracy of the matching methods. For the four other methods the accuracy of the matching
12
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Figure 7: Displacements in Alaska measured using CCF-O. Underlying image is from 31 August 2000.

age of correct matches for this method is so high, especially for
the Pine Island and Greenland studies.
CCF-O performs best compared to the three other Fourier
methods (CCF, PC and PC-O) that are operated in the same
way but with diﬀerent normalizations. PC has problems capturing the displacement of fast outlet glaciers, so this kind of
normalization seems to have little eﬀect in such areas. In addition it in general gives fewer correct matches compared to
CCF-O. PC-O does not have any clear weaknesses compared to
CCF-O, but in general gives fewer correct matches.
A previous study on the Larsen C ice shelf on the Antarctic
Peninsula showed that few correct matches could be obtained in
this area using the NCC method (Haug et al., 2010). The Larsen
C ice shelf has a relatively homogeneous snow surface with few
surface features like crevasses and ﬂowlines. The present study
conﬁrms that the NCC method performs worse than other tested
methods in areas with poor visual contrast. Hence, other methods should be chosen for matching such areas. COSI-Corr gives
the most correct matches in low visual contrast areas, and this is
mainly the reason why COSI-Corr obtains a higher percentage
than other matching methods in Table 3.
In areas of high visual contrast, the performance of NCC is
comparable to the performance of CCF-O and COSI-Corr. In
the European Alps, where the glaciers are small, NCC outper-

methods and the geolocation errors in Landsat images are comparable.
Surprisingly, the unnormalized matching method CCF gives
more correct matches than the normalized matching methods
PC and PC-O (Table 3). This is probably because it performs
well above the snowline where the surface is very homogeneous, both spatially and temporally. Normalization is therefore
not so important in this area. Below the snowline and outside of
the glacier area it experiences problems, and it therefore proves
that normalization is important in areas that are not homogeneous. This is especially clear in Karakoram where CCF matches
the stationary patterns instead of the moving glacier features.
This is also the case for PC. Crevasses at one geographical place
are more like the crevasses at the same geographical place the
year after than the corresponding but displaced crevasses, probably due to diﬀerent illumination conditions and surface degradation. Since CCF does not capture movement well, it is
also diﬃcult to use in slower ﬂowing areas where it seems to
return correct results, because there will always be transitions
between fast and slow ﬂowing areas. In zones where there is a
transition from slow to faster ﬂow it is diﬃcult to know at which
value to start ﬁltering the matches. For the same reason there
might also be erroneous matches that are not discovered in the
present study. This could be part of the reason why the percent13

Figure 8: The measured displacements after aligning the images with displacements obtained using a window size of 512 pixels. The vectors therefore indicate the
diﬀerence in the matching between a window of 512 pixels and a window of 64 pixels. The glacier ﬂow is downwards (south). Arrows pointing upstream (north)
indicate that a matching window of 512 pixels obtains higher velocities than a matching window of 64 pixels. The matching method used here is CCF-O. Underlying
image is from 31 January 2001.

Not only poor visual contrast, but also thin clouds and snow
ﬁlled crevasses in one of the images can disturb the NCC
method. CCF-O and to some extent also COSI-Corr are more
robust under such conditions. This diﬀerence, like the diﬀerence between the methods for the small glaciers in the European
Alps, arises because the matching methods work diﬀerently.
Because CCF-O uses the entire window to match, it is less sensitive to noise. NCC, however, is easily dominated by large spatial gradients in digital numbers, like the diﬀerence between
dark ice and bright snow for windows with snow ﬁlled crevasses, and searches for a similar jump in digital number in
the image without snow ﬁlled crevasses. Since this diﬀerence
in digital number is not present at the same feature in the image without snow ﬁlled crevasses it may ﬁnd another feature
with a similar diﬀerence in digital numbers and hence create a
mismatch. Because COSI-Corr mainly uses the center part of
the window to match due to weighting of the central pixels, this
method is more sensitive to noise constrained to few frequencies compared to CCF-O, but less sensitive to noise constrained
to few frequencies compared to NCC. The example with snow
ﬁlled crevasses and clouds is therefore connected to the example from the small glaciers in the European Alps, but the

forms CCF-O and COSI-Corr in the narrow parts of the glaciers
that are being channelized down the valleys. This is because
NCC performs better with small window sizes, and in this case
increasing the window size does not improve the results because the velocity varies signiﬁcantly over short distances. For
small glaciers where small window sizes are preferred, NCC
can be a better choice than CCF-O and COSI-Corr. COSI-Corr
performs better than CCF-O in such cases because it mainly
uses the center part of the window to match due to weighting
of the central pixels, whereas CCF-O uses the entire window
with equal weight. Large velocity gradients within the window
therefore make it more diﬃcult for CCF-O to match, whereas
COSI-Corr and especially NCC are less sensitive in such cases.
Increasing the window size from 16 pixels by 16 pixels to
32 pixels by 32 pixels in the European Alps did not improve the
COSI-Corr displacement measurements much. We tried this
because of the smaller eﬃcient window size of COSI-Corr. It is
still diﬃcult to get correct measurements on small glaciers with
much deformation because COSI-Corr is less sensitive to outliers, as explained in the Methods section. This method therefore needs the window to move coherently, which is not the case
in areas with deformation.
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Figure 9: Displacements in southwest Greenland measured using COSI-Corr. Underlying image is from 8 August 2001.

rived is not necessarily the displacement for the center pixel
of the window. This gets even more important when using the
displacement measurements to derive strain rates. The smaller
the windows are and the smaller the velocity gradients are, the
more correct it will be to assume that the displacement derived
is actually the displacement for the center pixel of the window
(Debella-Gilo and Kääb, in review).

sensitivity of NCC therefore has an unwanted eﬀect and the insensitivity of CCF-O has a wanted eﬀect. This highlights the
fact that one single matching method can not be expected to
perform well under all circumstances.
All the methods obtain a relatively similar number of assumed correct matches in the Pine Island area. This is probably
because this area has too little visual contrast in most areas for
the methods to obtain correct matches. But in the areas where
the methods obtain assumed correct matches the visual contrast
is very good due to crevasses, and all the methods manage to
match these areas. As discussed above, normalization is not so
important here because the area is very homogeneous.

Of the three matching methods NCC, CCF-O and COSICorr, only CCF-O manages to match striped Landsat images
successfully. Hence, only this method is considered to be useful on Landsat images from the ETM+ sensor after 31 May
2003 (SLC-oﬀ).
COSI-Corr obtains fewer assumed correct matches than
CCF-O and NCC on the non-striped section of Larsen B. The
2005 image here contains many small-scale snow dunes that are
not present in the 2006 image. These features are likely to corrupt the phase diﬀerences at many of the frequencies and hence
inhibit successful matching. NCC is less sensitive to this kind
of noise because other features represent a greater diﬀerence in

The diﬀerence in the velocity derived using a large and a
small window size over Pine Island Glacier highlights how important it is to use the smallest window size possible to avoid
large velocity gradients within one window. The derived velocity may stem from anywhere inside the window depending
on the digital numbers and the velocity distribution. It is therefore important to be aware of the fact that the displacement de15
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Figure 10: Displacements in southwest Greenland measured using CCF-O. Underlying image is from 8 August 2001.

faces are better captured using ﬁner spatial resolution so that
especially for glacier margins, where the velocity gradients are
large, images with ﬁner resolution capture the displacement of
the glacier whereas images with courser resolution capture the
more stagnant areas. Secondly, erroneous matches are present
in both displacement ﬁelds. Most of the erroneous matches
stem from the 30 m spatial resolution matching since this result is not ﬁltered. But it is also possible that not all erroneous
matches are ﬁltered in the 15 m spatial resolution displacement
ﬁeld. However, since the general agreement is good, both CCFO and COSI-Corr can be expected to provide accurate displacement measurements for images with 30 m spatial resolution.
For areas with low visual contrast the results can actually be
better using 30 m spatial resolution, because the noise level is
known to be higher for Landsat images with 15 m spatial resolution compared to Landsat images with 30 m spatial resolution
(Haug et al., 2010). This is the case for some areas with low
visual contrast in Karakoram.

digital numbers. The performance of CCF-O was assumed to
be lower because of these snow dunes since it normally outperforms NCC in areas with low visual contrast, but still it performs as well as NCC.
The diﬀerence between using images of 15 m spatial resolution and 30 m spatial resolution is generally within the 1σ
uncertainty of the methods. According to statistical theory,
68 % of the diﬀerences are expected to be within this range,
and since 59 % are within this range for CCF-O and 57 % for
COSI-Corr the results are slightly worse than expected. There
can be several reasons for this. Firstly, the diﬀerent spatial resolutions may enhance or suppress diﬀerent features so that actually diﬀerent features are matched in 30 m spatial resolution
images compared to 15 m spatial resolution images. If velocity gradients are present within the windows, this may also
result in diﬀerent displacements at diﬀerent resolutions. Many
of the glacier tongues in Figure 12 show larger displacements
using 15 m spatial resolution compared to 30 m spatial resolution. It is likely that small scaled features on glacier sur-

The reason why the adaptive NCC method disagrees with
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Figure 11: Displacements over Larsen B for a pair of Landsat images with SLC-oﬀ. NCC is shown to the left, CCF-O in the middle and COSI-Corr to the right.
Underlying image is from 11 January 2006.
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with smaller window sizes so that the velocities obtained are
more representative for the center pixel. However, it is diﬃcult to use the adaptive method in combination with COSI-Corr
since the latter method only accepts window sizes of 2n where n
is an integer. For all window sizes used in typical glaciological
studies the diﬀerence from one window size to the next possible
window size will probably be too large.
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5. Conclusion
In this study we have tested and assessed six existing image
matching methods with as similar as possible implementations
on a set of ﬁve glacier regions on Earth with diﬀerent, globally
representative glacier characteristics. The methods have been
evaluated according to their applied suitability for global-scale
mapping and monitoring of glacier ﬂow using repeat mediumresolution optical satellite imagery, rather than evaluated on a
strict technical level. Landsat data have been used for matching
as they are probably the best suited data source for such globalscale application at present. The matching methods investigated are the normalized cross-correlation, the phase correlation
algorithm used in COSI-Corr, and four other Fourier methods
with diﬀerent normalizations.
Of the four Fourier methods with diﬀerent normalizations,
CCF-O outperforms the other methods, both in areas with good
and poor visual contrast. NCC is outperformed in areas of poor
visual contrast, areas with thin clouds or changing snow conditions from one image to the next, but it performs well in high
visual contrast areas and performs better than all other tested
methods on narrow glaciers where small window sizes (about
16 pixels by 16 pixels) are needed. CCF-O has problems on
narrow outlet glaciers. It also obtains fewer correct matches
than COSI-Corr in areas with poor visual contrast, but more
correct matches than NCC. COSI-Corr has problems on narrow outlet glaciers where small window sizes (about 16 pixels
by 16 pixels) are needed, when snow dunes cover one of the
images and also to some extent where thin clouds cover the surface. Of the three methods CCF-O, NCC and COSI-Corr, only
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Figure 12: Diﬀerence between displacements obtained using spatial resolution
of 30 m and 15 m for CCF-O. Yellow indicate that the displacement is within
the 1σ method uncertainty (5 m). Underlying image is from 21 July 2001.

COSI-Corr and CCF-O by more than 15 m for some points at
the glacier margins is probably because the adaptive method
uses smaller window sizes in this area compared to the other
methods. The windows then include smaller velocity gradients so that the displacements measured are more representative
for the center pixel. Since the adaptive method implemented
here is based on NCC, it is not surprising that it returns fewer
matches than CCF-O and COSI-Corr in areas with low visual
contrast. In the future, or using faster computers, the adaptive
method can certainly be used for deriving glacier displacements
globally. If SNR thresholds are tuned, locally adaptive window sizes can also be used in combination with other methods
than the NCC. This will probably increase the number of correct matches in areas with low visual contrast, and at the same
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The most robust matching method of the six matching methods tested in this study is the matching method in COSICorr. CCF-O performs almost as well as COSI-Corr, but produces fewer correct matches above the snowline, making COSICorr better, although COSI-Corr has more problems with areas
covered with thin clouds and snow dunes. The COSI-Corr
program also has a coregistration processor where some pushbroom sensors are included to model the imaging geometry. For
cases where sensors included in the coregistration processor of
COSI-Corr are being used, the accuracy of COSI-Corr will be
higher because also the coregistration between the images to be
matched is improved. Since COSI-Corr mainly uses the central part of the window to match due to weighting of the central
pixels, the velocities derived using this method are more representative for the center coordinates of the window. Users can
therefore also be relatively conﬁdent that the matches are independent even when using overlapping windows.
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Introduction

Deriving glacier surface velocities from optical satellite images using image matching is
well established within glaciology. In the beginning manual methods were used (Lucchitta and Ferguson, 1986), but later automatic techniques took over. Bindschadler
and Scambos (1991) and Scambos et al. (1992) were the ﬁrst to use automatic image matching techniques to derive glacier velocities. They used normalized crosscorrelation (NCC) based on the work of Bernstein (1983). Later, diﬀerent image matching techniques have been applied for this purpose. Most studies have used the NCC
technique (e.g. Scambos et al., 1992; Kääb, 2002; Copland et al., 2009; Skvarca et al.,
2003; Berthier et al., 2005), some have used least square matching (Kaufmann and
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Matching of repeat optical satellite images to derive glacier velocities is an approach
that is much used within glaciology. Lately, focus has been put into developing, improving, automating and comparing diﬀerent image matching methods. This makes it now
possible to investigate glacier dynamics within large regions of the world and also between regions to improve knowledge about glacier dynamics in space and time. In this
study we investigate whether the negative glacier mass balance seen over large parts
of the world has caused the glaciers to change their speeds. The studied regions are
Pamir, Caucasus, Penny Ice Cap, Alaska Range and Patagonia. In addition we derive
speed changes for Karakoram, a region assumed to have positive mass balance and
that contains many surge-type glaciers. We ﬁnd that the mapped glaciers in the ﬁve regions with negative mass balance have decreased their speeds over the last decades,
Pamir by 43 % in average per decade, Caucasus by 8 % in average per decade, Penny
Ice Cap by 25 % in average per decade, Alaska Range by 11 % in average per decade
and Patagonia by 20 % in average per decade. Glaciers in Karakoram have generally
increased their speeds, but surging glaciers and glaciers with ﬂow instabilities are most
prominent in this area.
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when a glacier is in balance (Paterson, 1994). In theory, negative mass balance therefore gives reduced ice ﬂux under equilibrium conditions. Mass balance estimates have
been strongly negative over large parts of the world for the last decades (e.g. Käser
et al., 2006; Lemke et al., 2007; Bahr et al., 2009; WGMS, 2009), and we hypothesize that this negative mass balance has caused glaciers in many regions to slow
down, at least on regional averages. To test this hypothesis, we select ﬁve glacier
regions where the mass balance has been negative over the last decades. These
regions are Pamir with a mass balance of Abramov glacier of −0.53 m w.e. a−1 from
1980 to 1997 (WGMS, 1999), Caucasus with a mass balance of Djankuat glacier of
−0.13 m w.e. a−1 from 1966/67 to 2002/03 (Shahgedanova et al., 2007), Penny Ice
Cap in the Canadian Arctic with a mass balance of the Southern Canadian Arctic
−1
Archipelago of −0.57 m w.e. a as calculated from mass losses derived by Gardner et al. (2011) for the 2004–2009 period, Alaska Range with a mass balance of
−0.30 m w.e. a−1 from 1953 to 2004 (Berthier et al., 2010), and Southern Patagonia Ice
−1
Field with a mass balance of −0.93 m w.e. a as calculated from elevation changes by
Rignot et al. (2003) for the period 1975 to 2000. Other mass balance estimates also
exist for some of these regions, but we choose the most recent estimates. In addition
we also select Karakoram in Himalaya, where modelled climate data indicate positive
mass balance over the last decades, and measured glacier speed increases at Baltoro
glacier are assumed to be associated with this mass surplus (Quincey et al., 2009).
The aim of this study is to test if, and to what degree, glacier speeds have decreased
on regional scales due to negative mass balance. Such a relationship is well expected,
but it has never been observed on regional scales before. It has been observed for
individual glaciers using ground observations (Haefeli, 1970; Span and Kuhn, 2003;
Vincent et al., 2009), but also the opposite has been observed (Vincent et al., 2000).
Because glaciers may behave very diﬀerently even though they experience the same
climatic conditions, the relationship between mass balance and speed should not only
be studied for individual glaciers, but also for entire regions.
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Ladstädter, 2003; Debella-Gilo and Kääb, 2011b), and lately frequency domain methods have become more common (Rolstad et al., 1997; Scherler et al., 2008; Haug
et al., 2010; Herman et al., 2011; Quincey and Glasser, 2009) especially after the development of COSI-Corr (Leprince et al., 2007).
Most studies have focused on speciﬁc glaciers or smaller glacier regions, and only
a few studies so far have focused on deriving glacier surface velocities for larger regions
and comparing those (Kääb, 2005; Copland et al., 2009; Scherler et al., 2011b,a).
However, since much focus is put into developing, improving and automating image
matching techniques to make them well suited for image matching of glaciers (e.g.
Leprince et al., 2007; Debella-Gilo and Kääb, 2011a,c; Haug et al., 2010; Heid and
Kääb, 2011; Scherler et al., 2008) and also on comparing image matching techniques
to ﬁnd the methods that produce best results for glaciers (Heid and Kääb, 2011), it
is now possible to focus on comparing glacier velocities within large regions and also
between regions to improve our knowledge about glacier dynamics and its variation in
space and time.
Using repeat optical satellite images to investigate annual glacier speed changes has
one important advantage over using diﬀerential interferometric synthetic aperture radar
(DInSAR), a technique that has immensely progressed our understanding of glacier
ﬂow (Rott, 2009). Because the coherence time is much longer for optical images than
the phase coherence time is for SAR images, it is in most areas of the world possible to
derive annual speeds using optical satellite images taken one year apart. DInSAR usually requires images days or at the maximum two months apart. Using optical satellite
images it is thus less need to take seasonal speed variations into account when investigating whether annual glacier speeds are changing. Concerning coherence times,
oﬀset tracking based on repeat radar magnitude images lies in between optical matching and radar interferometry, but has else also a very large potential for global-scale
mapping and monitoring of glacier ﬂow (Quincey et al., 2009).
Glacier velocities are connected to mass balance because the mass ﬂux through
a cross section of a glacier equals the mass balance upstream of the cross section

5
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where sgn is the signum function and i is the complex imaginary unit. The new images
fo and go are complex and hence consist of one real and one imaginary part, where
the intensity diﬀerences in the x direction represent the real matrix and the intensity
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be modelled and removed, as is done in the COSI-Corr matching software, and therefore displacements derived using ASTER can be more accurate than displacements
derived using Landsat. In consideration of the above aspects and our primary goal,
worldwide decadal-scale glacier velocity changes, we use images from both Landsat
TM and Landsat ETM+, depending on the availability of data. The images used in this
study are listed in Table 1.
We mainly use cross-correlation operated in the frequency domain on orientation
images (CCF-O), a method developed by Fitch et al. (2002), to derive glacier displacements in this study. This method was one of the methods that performed the best on
most glacier surfaces in a worldwide evaluation study by Heid and Kääb (2011). COSICorr performed slightly better in general, especially in areas with low visual contrast,
but COSI-Corr cannot match striped Landsat images. Landsat7 images are striped
from May 2003 and onwards because of a failure of the scan line corrector (SLC-oﬀ). To
also be able to use these striped images we select CCF-O instead of COSI-Corr. However, in Caucasus we use normalized cross-correlation (NCC) because this method
performs the best on smaller glaciers with good visual contrast (Heid and Kääb, 2011).
First we derive orientation images from the original images. Taking f as the image
at time t = 1 and g as the image at time t = 2, the orientation images fo and go are
created from
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All previous studies that have investigated glacier velocities on regional scales using
optical images have used ASTER images. In this study however, we use Landsat images, because they have several advantages compared to ASTER images in studies
like the present. One Landsat image covers an area of 183 km by 170 km for ETM+,
185 km by 172 km for TM and 185 km by 185 km for MSS, whereas one ASTER image covers an area of only 60 km by 60 km. The Landsat series also extends long
back in time, to 1982 with 30 m spatial resolution and to 1972 to 1982 with 68 m by
83 m spatial resolution. This makes it possible to study long-term velocity changes.
ASTER only extends back to 1999. (We should however note that it is also possible
to combine ASTER and Landsat data in the kind of study performed here, Kääb et al.,
2005b). Landsat images are also used in other studies of global glacier changes,
like Global Land Ice Measurements from Space (GLIMS) (Bishop et al., 2004; Kargel
et al., 2005; Raup et al., 2007), GlobGlacier and Glacier CCI. The use of Landsat data
for glacier velocity measurements thus ensures a consistency in source data for the
various glacier parameters derived, and a larger combined automation potential. The
spatial resolution is 15 m for both panchromatic Landsat images after 1999 and visible
and near-infrared ASTER images. Landsat images are available at no cost through
the US Geological Survey (USGS), and ASTER images are available at no cost for
scientiﬁc users. The disadvantage with Landsat images however, is subpixel noise
created by attitude variations. Lee et al. (2004) found that the image-to-image registration accuracy was better than the requirement of 7.3 m, and that the average was at
about 5 m for the ETM+ sensor. For the TM sensor the accuracy is approximately 6 m
(Storey and Choate, 2004). This noise is impossible to model because TM and ETM+
are whisk-broom systems, and therefore the accuracy of the image-to-image registration reduces to this level. For most glaciological studies this is an acceptable accuracy
because the glacier displacements over the time period that the glacier features are
preserved by far exceed this noise level. The attitude variations of ASTER images can
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The peak of the cross-correlation surface indicates the displacement. Subpixel displacements are derived by ﬁtting orthogonal parabolic functions to the correlation surface. Subpixel displacements in the x direction dx and in the y direction d y are found
using
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Following basic glacier physics, in particular stress transfer, we choose to ﬁlter the
obtained vectors depending on the neighboring vectors, so that vectors are assumed
correct if they agree to a certain extent with their neighboring vectors. First, all vectors
outside glacierized areas are removed using digital glacier outlines from GLIMS if available or we digitize such outlines from Landsat images. Then the assumed real maximum displacement is found by manually investigating the vectors. All vectors larger
than the assumed real maximum displacement are removed. Using only the remaining
vectors, the displacement ﬁeld in both x and y direction is ﬁltered using a 3 by 3 mean
low-pass ﬁlter. Individual original vectors that deviate more than a certain threshold
from this low-pass ﬁltered displacement ﬁeld are removed (Heid and Kääb, 2011). The
threshold varies between the diﬀerent areas depending on the displacement variations
within the areas. Such ﬁltering is not conducted in Caucasus and Patagonia because of
the few correct matches derived in these areas. Table 2 shows the diﬀerent thresholds.
For Pamir, Alaska Range and Karakoram the velocity ﬁelds derived are dense
enough for comparing velocities derived for points closest to the centerline. However,
for Caucasus, Penny Ice Cap and Patagonia the derived velocity ﬁelds are more patchy,
and therefore also points further away from the centerline are accepted. In all cases
the automatically derived results are checked manually in the end and points with mismatches in one or both of the two periods are removed. Thus, only points with accepted
matches in both periods are used for computing velocity changes.
The accuracy of the measurements is in theory determined by the image-to-image
registration accuracy of the Landsat images and the accuracy of the matching method.
But, because the accuracy of the matching method is much smaller than the image-toimage registration accuracy, the accuracy is dominated by the image-to-image registration accuracy (Heid and Kääb, 2011). The uncertainty of single measurements is ± 5 m
for ETM+ (Lee et al., 2004) and ± 6 m for TM (Storey and Choate, 2004), whereas the
accuracy of the matching method is around 1/10 of a pixel (Heid and Kääb, 2011). We
matched stable ground in all of the image pairs, and for all image pairs the root mean
square error (RMSE) was between 1.8 m and 5.7 m. For comparison of two diﬀerent
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where P (xm ,ym ) is the maximum correlation value. The parabolic function is therefore
ﬁtted using the two nearest neighbors.
For each of the ﬁve study areas we use a small but representative section of the
Landsat images to ﬁnd the optimal matching window size. Applying this selection procedure on entire Landsat images would be very time consuming due to the ETM+
image size of about 15 000 pixels by 17 000 pixels. The size of the small test sections
used is 30 km by 30 km. Diﬀerent window sizes are tested on this section to ﬁnd a window size that optimizes the matching results. The matching result is considered to be
optimized when assumed correct matches are obtained over most of the glacierized
areas, but without increasing the window size more than necessary. This is to avoid
much deformation in one window (Debella-Gilo and Kääb, 2011c). The spacing between the matching windows is half the window size, which means that the matchings
are not completely independent. The size of the matching windows used is given in
Table 2.
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diﬀerences in the y direction represent the imaginary matrix. These orientation images
are then matched using cross-correlation operated in the frequency domain. The crosscorrelation surface CC is given by


Fo (u,v)Go∗ (u,v)
CC(i ,j ) = IFFT
.
(4)
∗
|Fo (u,v)Go (u,v)|

5

3

Discussion Paper

displacement measurements, the uncertainty will be ± 8 m for ETM+ and ± 9 m for TM
using root sum square (RSS). Since time spans are about one year, but in some cases
slightly shorter, speed changes of more than ± 10 m a−1 are considered signiﬁcant
speed changes in this study.
Results
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In Caucasus we derive speed changes for parts of 16 glaciers. Most glaciers reduced
their speed over the time period (Fig. 1b), but the largest glacier in the area, Bezengi
glacier, increased its speed over large parts of the glacier. In total, the areas we map
show a general decrease in glacier speed of about 19 % over the time period, which
translates to about 8 % per decade.
Speed changes are derived for parts of 12 of the outlet glaciers of Penny Ice Cap.
Generally all glaciers decreased their velocity from the ﬁrst period to the second
(Fig. 1c). The total speed decrease over the areas we map is about 59 % or 25 %
per decade.
The matching in the Alaska Range gives us speed changes for parts of 9 glaciers.
All but one glacier, Ruth Glacier, have reduced their speed or had constant speed over
the time period (Fig. 1d). Also this is an area with surging glaciers. In total the speed
decrease is about 26 %, or 11 % per decade.
In Patagonia speed changes are derived for 10 of the northern outlet glaciers of the
Southern Patagonia Ice Field. All the outlet glaciers that we map have reduced their
speed over the time period (Fig. 1e), and the total percentage of speed reduction is
34 %, or 20 % per decade.
We also derive changes in glacier speed for Karakoram for the 2001/2002–
2009/2010 period (east) and for the 2000/2001–2009/2010 period (west) (Fig. 3).
Glaciers in this area are assumed to have had a positive mass balance over the last
years (Quincey et al., 2009) and the Karakoram area is also known for its many surging
glaciers (Hewitt, 1969, 2007; Copland et al., 2009).
As Fig. 3 shows, the pattern of velocity changes in Karakoram is complex. In the
east, glaciers are mainly increasing their speeds, but the diﬀerence in speed between
the ﬁrst and the second period is generally less than 25 m a−1 . Two exceptions are
Stanghan glacier and Skamri glacier, which have low speeds in the ﬁrst period and
very high speeds in the second period. In the west, the speed changes are dramatic for
glaciers ﬂowing into the Shimshal valley and also for Khiang glacier and Batura glacier.
However, there is no clear pattern in the velocity changes, and both accelerating and
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Changes in glacier speed in the areas with negative mass balance are derived for the
2000/2001–2009/2010 period for Pamir, the 1986/1987–2010/2011 period for Caucasus, the 1985/1987–2009/2010 period for Penny Ice Cap, the 1986/1987–2009/2010
period for Alaska Range, and the 1984/1986–2001/2002 period for Patagonia. Speed
changes from the ﬁrst to the second period are shown in Figs. 1 and 2 and are also
summed up in Table 3. We compute the mean speeds and their changes from the
means of each individual glacier, not from all measurements directly. This normalization is necessary because some glaciers are large or have good visual contrast and
allow thus for many measurements, whereas others do not. However, it is important
to notice that the numbers in Table 3 are not area averages since not all glaciers and
all parts of glaciers are covered. Thus, the numbers from our study are indicative for
speed changes but do not quantitatively reﬂect overall ice ﬂux changes. The largest
reduction in speed per decade is found in Pamir where the speed decreased by 43 %
per decade. Caucasus has the smallest reduction in speed with only 8 % reduction
per decade. Decadal reduction in glacier speed is calculated by simply dividing total
change through number of decades, not as compound interest due to the short time
intervals involved.
In Pamir we derive speed changes for parts of 50 glaciers. The majority of the
glaciers reduced their speed or showed no signiﬁcant speed changes over the time
period, but two glaciers, Bivachnyy and Grum-Grzhimailo, also increased their speeds
(Fig. 1a). Pamir is a region with surging glaciers, hence also surge activities potentially
inﬂuence the results. In total the speed decrease is of about 39 % or 43 % per decade.
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than full surges, though, may have inﬂuenced our measurements. Fifthly and ﬁnally,
one should have in mind that our measurements represent speed changes between
two annual periods, and not necessary steady changes in ice ﬂux on a decadal scale.
Some of the glaciers are accelerating from the ﬁrst to the second period. In Pamir
two glaciers are accelerating, in Caucasus one glacier is accelerating and one glacier
is also accelerating in the Alaska Range. Both Pamir and the Alaska Range contain
surging glaciers. It is therefore not surprising that some glaciers in these areas are accelerating. The Bivachnyy Glacier in Northwestern Pamir is clearly a surge type glacier
in its quiescent phase in the ﬁrst period, due to velocities close to zero. In the second period this glacier is moving much faster with maximum speed of about 100 m a−1 .
These speeds probably reﬂect a surge or surge-type movement. Looped moraines
on this glacier as visible in the satellite images also conﬁrm that it is a surge-type
glacier. The Grum-Grzhimailo Glacier to the southeast in Pamir and the accelerating
glacier in Alaska Range, Ruth Glacier, cannot be deﬁned as surge type glaciers from
the velocity measurements obtained in this study. These glaciers have speeds of more
−1
than 100 m a in both periods, and in addition no looped moraines can be seen in the
satellite images. It is however likely that it is ﬂow instabilities that are causing these increased speeds since the glaciers are situated in areas containing surging glaciers and
because they are behaving diﬀerently from their neighbouring glaciers. The accelerating glacier in Caucasus, Bezengi Glacier, can possibly be accelerating as a reaction
to positive mass balance values. Mean mass balance here was close to zero for the
period 1966/67 to 2002/03 (Shahgedanova et al., 2007), but the mass balance measurements were only done on one glacier, the Djankuat Glacier, so mass balance might
have been positive for Bezengi Glacier.
Although Penny Ice Cap and Patagonia have a smaller decrease in glacier speed
per decade than Pamir, these are the two areas that show the most homogeneous
speed decrease from the ﬁrst period to the second. No glacier in these two areas
accelerates, and in Patagonia almost all compared points show a speed decrease of
more than 20 m a−1 from the ﬁrst to the second period. This is probably because all
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All the glacier regions with negative mass balance that we investigate in this study
show a clear sign of glacier deceleration on a regional scale. This indicates that indeed
less ice mass is transported down the glaciers so that the glaciers are thinning and
retreating in their lower parts as a response to the negative mass balance. However,
there is a lag expected between changes in mass balance and changes in glacier
speeds due to the response time of glaciers (Johannesson et al., 1989). The response
time is related to the altitudinal mass balance gradient, the mean surface slope of the
glacier and the length of the glacier (Oerlemans, 2005).
It is not possible to see a clear correlation between the magnitude of the mass balance in a study region and the percentage speed change on a regional level. This
might be due to several factors. Firstly, and most importantly, it can be due to the response times of the glaciers in the diﬀerent regions. The regions are diﬀerent when
it comes to the factors inﬂuencing the response time, hence very diﬀerent response
times must be expected. Secondly, the mass balance estimates and the speed reduction estimates might not be representative for the same regions. Speed diﬀerences are
not derived for all parts of the glaciers or for all glaciers within one region, and mass
balance is sometimes derived for single glaciers within the regions or sometimes for
larger regions than what we have investigated. Thirdly, the mass balance estimates
and the speed change estimates are from diﬀerent time periods. Fourthly, glaciers
could have changed their amount and way of sliding, i.e. their ﬂow mode, independently of mass balance changes. Or similar, surge-type activities, at lower magnitudes
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decelerating glaciers are found. In Shimshal valley the speeds are high in both periods,
but they are extremely high in one of the periods. Khiang glacier has high speeds in
the ﬁrst period, but in the second period the speed is close to zero. Batura glacier has
high speeds in both periods, but the speed is increasing from the ﬁrst to the second
period.

|

are surging glaciers in their quiescent phase. Many of these glaciers have also been
identiﬁed as surging glaciers in previous studies (Hewitt, 1969, 2007; Copland et al.,
2009). The area in northwest contains many dynamically instable glaciers that cannot
be deﬁned as surging glaciers in the classical sense. This is because their speed is
always high, and therefore sliding seems very important at all times. This area also
contains some classical surging glaciers.
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investigated glaciers in these two areas are dynamically stable and hence only have
velocity variations that can be attributed to changes in mass balance.
The moderate increase in glacier speeds in Eastern Karakoram indicates that these
glaciers are increasing their speeds as a response to the positive mass balance in
this area. Quincey et al. (2009) found that Baltoro accelerated due to positive mass
balance, and the present study shows that this is also the case for Siachen Glacier.
Staghan Glacier and Skamri Glacier are clearly surge-type glaciers in their quiescent
phase in the ﬁrst period due to their low speeds. In the second period the glaciers
are surging according to derived speeds of more than 200 m a−1 and also large areas
where the speed cannot be measured probably due to very high speeds and much
surface transformation.
Many of the glaciers ﬂowing into the Shimshal valley are glaciers with ﬂow instabilities. They cannot be characterized as surge type glaciers from the speed changes
derived in this study. This is because they have large speeds in both periods, hence
sliding is clearly an important component of the surface speed although the velocities are lower than in the other period. A previous study has speculated that many
glaciers in the Karakoram have ﬂow instabilities instead of being of classical surge type
(Williams and Ferrigno, 2010). The results in the present study for glaciers ﬂowing into
Shimshal valley support this.
Khiang Glacier was in the ﬁrst period moving more than 100 m a−1 . In the second
period its speed was close to zero. This glacier has not been identiﬁed as a surging
glacier before. A tributary of Batura Glacier in the west is surging in the last period,
inﬂuencing also the speed of Batura Glacier in the conﬂuence zone.
The velocity measurements obtained here indicate that glaciers in Karakoram behave diﬀerently depending on location. Glaciers in the east seem to by dynamically
stable and their speed changes are linked to changes in mass balance. This is also
supported by the very few observations of glacier surges in this area, and few looped
moraines. The Central North Karakoram probably contains many surging glaciers because of the very low speeds that are measured in this area. This indicates that these
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In this study we derived speed changes using repeat optical satellite images for ﬁve
large glacier regions of the world with negative mass balance: Pamir, Caucasus, Penny
Ice Cap, Alaska Range and Patagonia. We also derived speed changes for Karakoram,
which is an area with positive mass balance and that contains a large number of surging
glaciers. In general, all the ﬁve regions with negative mass balance had a mean speed
decrease in mapped areas from the ﬁrst period to the second period. Glaciers in Pamir
reduced their speed by 43 % per decade, glaciers in Caucasus by 8 % per decade,
outlet glaciers from Penny Ice Cap by 25 % per decade, glaciers in the Alaska Range
by 11 % per decade and outlet glaciers from the Southern Patagonia Ice Field by 20 %
per decade.
On regional scales and over longer time periods, the glacier speeds are expected to
decrease because less mass accumulates and therefore also less mass will be transported down to lower elevations. We have shown that this regional speed decrease
is taking place. However, we could not observe a relationship between magnitude of
negative mass balance and percent speed decrease. This may be because the response time of glaciers is diﬀerent from area to area, and within the areas, and due to
other reasons such as the uncertain representativeness of our velocity measurements.
Glaciers in Karakoram generally increased their speed due to the positive mass balance, but the speed changes here are heavily inﬂuenced by the dynamic instabilities in
this area.
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Our study opens up for a range of other analyses based on regional or worldwide
glacier velocity measurements as were demonstrated here. For instance, it seems
possible to roughly estimate the response time of glaciers from inventory parameters
(Haeberli and Hoelzle, 1995), and investigate their correlation with speed changes
and mass balance measurements. Velocity measurements can be correlated against
glacier inventory parameters such as length, area and hypsometry. Glacier velocities
can also be used to estimate erosion rates or mechanisms (Scherler et al., 2011b) and
transport times (Casey et al., 2011) and thus to contribute towards better understanding
of glacial landscape development. On the more applied side, widespread decrease in
glacier speed will increase the probability and speed of glacier lake development in
areas prone to such lakes, because ice supply is one of the dominant factors in lake
development and growth. Studies of speed change can help to point out areas where
glacier lakes can develop or the growth of existing ones is expected (Kääb et al., 2005a;
Bolch et al., 2008; Quincey et al., 2007).
Now that it is demonstrated to be feasible not just to focus velocity measurements
on speciﬁc glaciers or smaller glacier regions, more eﬀort should be put into deriving
glacier velocities globally. This study shows that deriving glacier velocities for large
regions or even on a global scale can give valuable insights to glaciers’ dynamic climate
change response and to glacier ﬂow instabilities. It also shows that there is a potential
to understand the importance of glacier sliding and deformation on regional scales
better by investigating speed changes over time and the spatial structure of velocities.
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Table 1. Overview of the image pairs used in this study.
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Table 2. Matching window sizes and ﬁltering thresholds in the diﬀerent areas.
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Fig. 1. Glacier speed changes between the two periods for (a) Pamir, (b) Caucasus and
(c) Penny Ice Cap. Negative values indicate lower speeds in the second period. Changes
−1
−1
between −10 m a and 10 m a are insigniﬁcant. Bi indicates Bivachnyy, Gr indicates GrumGrzhimailo and Be indicates Bezengi.
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Fig. 1. Glacier speed changes between the two periods for (d) Alaska Range and (e) Patagonia. Negative values indicate lower speeds in the second period. Changes between
−10 m a−1 and 10 m a−1 are insigniﬁcant. R indicates Ruth Glacier.
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Fig. 2. Box plot showing the speed change of individual glaciers from the ﬁrst to the second
period for the ﬁve diﬀerent regions. The box outline indicates the 25th percentile and the 75th
percentile. The dotted bars indicate the range of the speed changes. Negative values indicate
lower speeds in the second period.
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Fig. 3. Diﬀerences in centerline speed in Karakoram between the two periods 2001–2002
(east)/2000–2001 (west) and 2009–2010. Negative values indicate lower speeds in the last
period. Changes between −10 m a−1 and 10 m a−1 are insigniﬁcant. Note that the scale is
diﬀerent compared to Fig. 1. The large red circles indicate glaciers that are known to surge
(Hewitt, 1969, 2007; Copland et al., 2009). Ba indicates Batura, Sh indicates Shimshal valley,
Kh indicates Khiang, Sk indicates Skamri, St indicates Stanghan and Si indicates Siachen.

